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Investigation CFD sur la dégradation des performances des ailes glacées à l'aide de 
DDES avec l'extension Spalart-Allmaras implémentée pour prendre en compte les effets 

de rugosité 
 

Gitsuzo DE BRITO SIQUEIRA TAGAWA 
 

RÉSUMÉ 
 
L'accrétion de glace peut réduire l'efficacité des surfaces portantes des aéronefs, ce qui 
augmente le coût du vol et le risque d'accidents. Des études expérimentales ont prouvé que le 
givrage, qui s’accompagne d’une augmentation de la rugosité, pouvait entraîner une réduction 
de 25% de la portance maximale et une augmentation de 90% de la traînée d'une aile 
d’allongement 6. Afin de mieux représenter les surfaces rugueuses et d'améliorer la fidélité des 
simulations CFD, différentes implémentations de rugosité ont été proposées, en particulier 
pour le modèle de turbulence Spalart-Allmaras (SA) bien établi et validé. De plus, la formation 
de glace en forme de corne entraîne une séparation massive des flux, générant des tourbillons 
énergiques dont la physique dans la couche externe ne peut pas être modélisée avec précision 
par l’approche RANS. Par conséquent, afin d'étudier les effets de la rugosité pour des 
écoulements séparés, nous proposons d'estimer numériquement la dégradation des 
performances aérodynamiques d'une aile tridimensionnelle givrée après l’angle de décrochage 
à l'aide d'un modèle hybride (RANS / LES) appelé DDES incluant le modèle RANS avec 
rugosité implémentée. Pour accélérer le déclenchement de l'instabilité de Kelvin-Helmholtz, 
l'échelle de longueur de sous-grille (SGS) adaptée à la couche de cisaillement (SLA) est utilisée 
en combinaison avec le schéma à faible dissipation HR-SLAU2. Dans un premier temps, la 
mise en œuvre de l'extension à la rugosité du modèle SA est vérifiée et validée à l'aide de cas 
d'étude de surface lisses et rugueuses. Ensuite, des cas d'étude à surface lisse avec détachement 
d'écoulement massif sont évalués. La nouvelle méthode est ensuite utilisée pour les estimations 
DDES des écoulements massivement séparés sur des cas d'étude à surface rugueuse. Dans le 
premier cas d'étude, l'écoulement sur une marche orientée aval (abrégé en BFS pour backwards 
facing step) est évalué. Les résultats montrent que la résistance causée par la rugosité produit 
trois effets principaux. Premièrement, il réduit la région de flux inverse maximal après la 
marche. Deuxièmement, la région d'écoulement inverse est formée 42% plus loin en aval. 
Troisièmement, le rattachement du flux se produit 12% plus loin en aval par rapport aux 
résultats générés avec le même modèle sur une surface lisse. Dans le deuxième cas d'étude, 
l'écoulement sur un modèle de profil 5-6 aérodynamique givré rugueux à un angle d'attaque de 
8 degrés est étudié. Bien que la DDES ait présenté des estimations améliorées par rapport au 
modèle RANS, aucun effet de rugosité significatif n'a été observé sur l'écoulement autour d’un 
profil 5-6 avec une accumulation de glace de type corne. La différence dans les résultats du 
profil aérodynamique givré, par rapport à la configuration BFS, a été causée par deux raisons. 
Premièrement, la faible longueur de la distribution de rugosité (uniquement sur la glace), et 
deuxièmement, la plus grande perturbation créée par la corne de glace sur le bord d'attaque du 
profil aérodynamique, qui “occultait” les effets de rugosité. 
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CFD investigation of iced-wing performance degradation using DDES with the Spalart-
Allmaras extension implemented to consider roughness effects 

 
Gitsuzo DE BRITO SIQUEIRA TAGAWA 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Ice accretion can reduce the efficiency of aircraft lifting surfaces, which increases the cost of 
flight and risk of accidents. Experiments proved that even the onset of icing (increased 
roughness) could cause a reduction of 25% in the maximum lift, and an increase of 90% in 
drag of an aspect ratio 6 wing. In order to better represent rough surfaces and improve the 
fidelity of CFD simulations, different roughness implementations have been proposed, 
especially for the well-established and validated Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model. In 
addition, horn-like ice formation results in massive flow separation, from which, the physics 
of the energetic eddies in the outer layer cannot be accurately modeled by RANS. Therefore, 
in order to investigate roughness effects for separated flows, we propose to numerically 
estimate the aerodynamic performance degradation of a three-dimensional post-stall-angle 
rough iced wing using a hybrid model (RANS/LES) called DDES including RANS with 
roughness implemented. To accelerate the unlocking of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, the 
Shear-Layer Adapted (SLA) Sub-Grid length Scale (SGS) is used in combination with the low-
dissipation scheme HR-SLAU2. In the first step, the implementation of the SA roughness 
extension is verified and validated using smooth and rough-surface study-cases. Then, smooth-
surface study cases with massive flow detachment are evaluated. The new method is then used 
for DDES estimations of massive-separated flows over rough-surface study cases are 
presented. In the first study case, the flow over a rough backward facing step is evaluated. 
Results show that, the resistance caused by roughness produces three main effects. First, it 
reduces the region of maximum reverse flow after the step. Second, the reverse flow region is 
formed 42% farther downstream. Third, the reattachment of the flow occurs 12% farther 
downstream as compared to results generated with the same model over a smooth surface. In 
the second study case, the flow over a rough iced model 5-6 airfoil at an angle of attack of 8 
degrees is studied. Although the DDES presented improved estimations as compared to RANS, 
no significant roughness effects were noticed on the flow over a model 5-6 airfoils with a horn-
type ice accretion. The difference seen between the iced airfoil and the BFS results, was caused 
by two reasons. First, the small length of the roughness distribution, which is only along the 
ice surface. Second, roughness effects were weaker than the great adverse pressure gradient 
created just after the tip of the horn ice, which “overshadowed” any roughness effects. 
 
 
Keywords:  Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation, DDES, roughness, turbulence, Shear-Layer 
Adapted, iced airfoil, performance degradation
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INTRODUCTION 

This chapter covers an introduction to aircraft icing, and the risks of accidents due to this 

phenomenon. Additionally, we briefly present the common methods used to evaluate the 

effects caused by icing, some simplifications commonly seen in the literature of CFD 

simulations of iced airfoils, and how we propose to investigate roughness effects for separated 

flows caused by icing. Finally, the research objectives and thesis outline are presented. 

 

In-flight icing 
 

Airplanes have changed human history shortening distances and facilitating interaction among 

people all over the world. Several challenges have been surpassed along the years; however, 

others are still to be completely overcome such as the problem of icing. This kind of problem 

generally occurs when airplanes fly through clouds that contain super-cooled liquid droplets, 

which impinge on the airplane surfaces, and freeze (Zhang et al., 2015), initially forming thin 

layers of ice and, then, as time progresses, becoming thicker with different shapes. When on 

wings and tails, icing results in increased drag and reduced lift due to the change in shape and 

surface roughness, which can cause the airplane to stall and/or behave uncontrollably resulting 

in fatal accidents. 

  

According to Ratvasky et al. (2010), there has been a great effort to reduce risks imposed by 

icing for over 80 years, and valuable achievements have been made such as the development 

of ice protection systems, strict certification procedures, and improved pilot training, which 

have cooperated to reduce the number of accidents. However, icing is still the cause of several 

accidents as can be seen by statistics of accidents and incidents that occurred only within the 

United States of America. (Green, 2006) mapped almost 1000 accidents and incidents due to 

icing from 1978 to 2002. Between 2006 and 2010, another 228 accidents and 30 inflight 

incidents were catalogued by (Appiah-Kubi, 2011). Additionally, (Eick, 2015) identified 

another 52 accidents on the NTSB (National Transportation Safety Board) database from 2010 
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to 2014. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to study and understand the effects caused 

by icing on the surface of airplanes so that this problem can be efficiently tackled. 

 

Currently, there are three main approaches to evaluate the effects of ice accretion on the surface 

of airplanes, flight test, wind-tunnel testing, and numerical simulations. According to Cao et 

al. (2015), flight test yields the most reliable iced-aircraft aerodynamic data, though at a 

relatively high cost. Wind-tunnel experiments offer lower cost, but due to the difficulties to 

establish an icing wind-tunnel, simulated ice shapes are often used, which reduces the 

reliability of results. In the last decades, (Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD) gained 

popularity, and it has been increasingly applied in multi-disciplinary design and analysis of 

aerospace products (Spalart & Venkatakrishnan, 2016). In their work, (Spalart & 

Venkatakrishnan, 2016) clearly state the extensive use of CFD on the design of the new Boeing 

787. The areas presented by the authors are summarized in Table 1, in which the areas in green 

have present strong CFD penetration; the blue areas have some penetration; and the orange 

areas present future opportunities.  

 

Table 1 Impact of CFD at Boeing. Green areas have strong CFD penetration; blue areas 
have some penetration; orange areas present future opportunities  
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Along the years, the set of Partial Differential Equations (PDE) that describe the motion of 

viscous fluids, Navier-Stokes Equations (NSE), have been numerically solved using the time-

averaged method, introduced by Osborne Reynolds in 1895, called Reynolds-Averaged 

Navier-Stokes (RANS) model, which is combined with turbulence models that solve the 

Reynolds stress such as the Spalart-Allmaras or Menter’s SST k ω− , among others (Blazek, 

2015). This method has also been used in industry and academia to estimate the performance 

degradation of iced airfoils (GARTEUR, 2003). However, the estimation of aerodynamic 

parameters of flows with massive separation such as iced airfoils becomes challenging to 

RANS (Larsson et al, 2016). Therefore, an intermediate approach, called Large Eddie 

Simulation (LES), has been used to achieve more accurate results than RANS, while with a 

reduced computational cost as compared to the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the 

flow. In LES, a filtering process is used in the NSE to model the smallest length scales, and 

directly compute only the large eddies (Zhiyin, 2015). 

 

When considering simulations of aircraft with flaps, landing gear, slat brackets, vortex 

generators, etc., LES models are much more powerful to capture the physics of the detached 

flows. On the other hand, RANS models present higher performance in the large areas of thin 

boundary layer (Spalart et al., 1997).  Moreover, according to Larsson et al. (2016), even 

though LES approaches have displaced RANS in academia, they are seldom used in the actual 

engineering design process due to computational cost. Therefore, in order to profit from both 

LES and RANS advantages, hybrid models (RANS/LES) have been proposed, and the first 

model (Detached Eddy Simulation, DES), created by Spalart et al. (1997), successfully 

improved estimations when applied to different study cases.  

 

On the other hand, the current hybrid models used for the estimation of the performance 

degradation of iced airfoils do not consider the ice rugosity. Additionally, Stebbins (2018) 

points out two simplifications commonly seen in the literature of CFD simulations of iced 

airfoils. First, icing is evaluated as a two-dimensional phenomenon, in which the three-

dimensional ice effects are neglected. Second, even when the effects of ice are considered in a 

three-dimensional domain, simple extrusions of two-dimensional representational cuts of ice 
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shapes are performed, which, according to the author, smooths out a large portion of the 

roughness of the geometry. 

 

Thesis Outline 
 

This document is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents a literature review, in which we 

describe the types of ice catalogued and the ones used in this work, how these types of ice are 

characterized, and the aerodynamic effects produced by them. Additionally, we provide an 

overall picture of numerical simulations of aircraft icing, the commonly used RANS for the 

evaluation of icing effects, the proposed hybrid models, and their evolution. Finally, we look 

into the surface roughness study as well as the proposed approaches to treat it numerically. 

Chapter 2 defines the problem under study, then, the models used herein are presented. First, 

the widely used RANS model is presented followed by the turbulence model applied in our 

simulations, Spalart-Allmaras (SA). Next, the extension of SA model that considers roughness 

is presented. Then, the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is introduced. Following, the hybrid 

models Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) are 

described along with a method to improve the transition between RANS and LES called Shear-

layer Adapted model. Then, the computational method utilized is depicted along with the 

boundary conditions. Finally, we present an overview on the statistics process performed in 

this thesis, as well as how discrepancies and errors were calculated. Chapter 3 presents the 

verification and validation process of the proposed method. First, the RANS model with the 

roughness implementation is evaluated using three study cases, a flat plate, a backward facing 

step, and a NACA 0012 airfoil. Each one of them is studied in two distinct configurations, with 

and without roughness. Moreover, two additional investigations were performed. One to 

evaluate the Reynolds number sensitivity, and the other to evaluate the influence of equivalent 

sand-grain roughness heights on the aircraft performance degradation. After that, we began the 

verification and validation of the DDES model with roughness implemented. First, a study to 

evaluate the appropriate width of a channel with a backward facing step for our simulations 

was performed. Then, once the width was chosen, a study of flows over two study cases with 

massive flow separation was carried out. Here, a backward facing step, and a NACA 0012 
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airfoil in deep stall were chosen as study cases. Finally, in Chapter 4, we study massive-

separated flows over rough surfaces using the DDES model with roughness implemented. The 

first study case is a rough backward facing step, and the second is a rough-iced model 5-6 

airfoil at an angle of attack of 8 degrees. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

1.1 Performance Degradation due to icing 

Although accreted ice has not a specific shape, Bragg et al. (2005) catalogued four 

representative types of ice shapes based on their contour characteristics: roughness, horn ice, 

streamwise ice, and spanwise-ridge ice. Roughness is formed during the initial stages of ice 

accretion, whereas prolonged stages may lead to the second type of ice, which is characterized 

by a horn-like shape on the leading edge of the airfoil. In the streamwise type, ice grows 

conforming the airfoil; and finally, the last type of ice is commonly formed downstream of 

heated leading edges as water freezes again when reaching a colder surface. 

 

Along this work, the first two representative types of ice shapes, roughness and horn ice, as 

well as the superimposition of the first over the latter, which results in a rough horn ice, will 

be used. Bragg et al. (2005) gathered and highlighted key flow field features of these types of 

iced airfoils based on their study and several references. They characterized the onset of ice 

formation (roughness) by its height, density (how clustered they are), and surface location. In 

general, as height and/or density increases, the maximum lift coefficient is reduced, which was 

also shown by (Brumby, 1979; Jackson, 1999). However, when the density is increased above 

30%, roughness effects diminish due to a reduction in the interaction between elements as a 

downstream element is in the wake of the upstream element (Bragg et al., 2005). As for the 

location, although Brumby (1979) showed that the sensitiveness increases as roughness is 

placed closer to the leading-edge of the airfoil, (Bragg & Gregorek, 1989) concluded that this 

behaviour is roughness size and airfoil dependent. 

 

Even in its very earlier stages (increased roughness on the surfaces), icing frequently degrades 

aerodynamic performance by reducing lift and increasing drag, which results in lower stall 

angles, and higher risks of accidents. In experiments performed by Beierle (1999), it was 

shown that standard leading-edge roughness could increase the minimum drag coefficient of 
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63% for a NACA 0015 airfoil when compared to the clean one. The authors also showed that 

as the roughness region increases in length on the same airfoil, greater reduction of lift-to-drag 

is produced, especially for angles superior to 3 degrees up to the stall angle. Similarly, Gulick 

(1938) obtained from his experiments a reduction of 25% in the maximum lift, and an increase 

of 90% in drag due to roughness added to an aspect ratio 6 wing to simulate icing. 

 

As for the horn ice, Bragg et al. (2005) characterized this type of icing by its height, the angle 

it makes with respect to the chord line, and its location on the surface. According to the authors, 

the separation bubble formed downstream of the horn is the dominant flow feature that 

determines the aerodynamics of this type of iced airfoil. They verified that the detailed shape 

of the horn played no significant role in the aerodynamics based on the studies of (Kim & 

Bragg, 1999; Papadakis et al., 1999; Papadakis, Alansatan, & Wong, 2000; Papadakis, 

Alansatan, & Yeong, 2000; Papadakis & Gile Laflin, 2001; Papadakis, Gile Laflin, et al., 2001; 

Papadakis, Yeong, et al., 2001). Kim and Bragg (1999) evaluated the effects of a horn height 

placed perpendicular to the surface of an NFL 0414 airfoil at a nondimensional distance on the 

upper camber ( /s c ) of 3.4%. When a 0.022 nondimensional height ( /k c ) horn ice was added 

to the airfoil, the maximum lift coefficient ( (max)lC ) reduced 47% as compared to the clean 

airfoil. For a / 0.044k c = height, the reduction was 58.5%, and for a / 0.067k c = height, the 

reduction was 67%. The same authors also noted an incremental reduction of (max)lC when the 

horn was moved towards the trailing edge (up to / 4%s c = ). Steeper curves were found for 

higher horn ices. 

 

1.2 Numerical Simulation of aircraft icing 

A very rich and vast literature review on aerodynamics in icing since its very beginning (late 

1920s) up to the 2000s can be found in Bragg et al. (2005). The authors touched interesting 

historical points such as the fact that up to 1978 icing research was almost exclusively 

experimental, and the beginning of the use of numerical methods to study icing began in 1979, 

mainly influenced by the NASA aircraft-icing program. They also pointed out that most icing 

research was focused on large leading-edge ice shapes, which changed after the ATR-72 
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accident in late 1994. From that moment on, several joint research programs were conducted 

to improve and validate numerical methods results. 

 

The accumulated experimental data produced in the first years of icing research inspired some 

authors to create empirical correlations to evaluate icing effects on the aerodynamic of 

aircrafts. In 1958, Gray (1958) developed a correlation to evaluate the change in drag due to 

icing formation using the NACA 65A004, and in 1964, he extended his correlation to various 

airfoils (Gray, 1964). Another rich study was done by Brumby (1979), in which he presented 

empirical curves of maximum lift loss caused by roughness. His results clearly show the effects 

caused by position and height of roughness on the maximum lift coefficient. In 1982, Bragg 

(1982) developed a methodology to predict the growth of rime ice as well as its aerodynamic 

effects. According to the author, it was the pioneering approach to include time effects on the 

icing analysis. In 1987, Cebeci (1987) used a complex technique to evaluated the effects of 

icing using an Interactive Boundary-Layer technique (IBL). 

 

With the evolution of computers, CFD became very attractive due to its reduced cost and 

satisfactory results (Cao et al., 2015). Another huge advantage of this method is that only 

numerical methods are able to explore, safely, all icing conditions required for certification 

(Beaugendre et al., 2003). Thus, researchers and engineers began to solve numerically the set 

of Navier-Stokes Equations (NSE). However, as almost all macroscopic flows in engineering 

practice are turbulent at higher Reynolds numbers (Kundu et al., 2012), an enormous range of 

length scales must be resolved. In order to achieve sufficient spatial resolutions in turbulent 

flow simulations, the number of grid points required is 9
4Re , and the CPU-time is 3Re  (Blazek, 

2015). Therefore, even nowadays, the direct numerical simulation of the NSE is only possible 

for simple turbulent flow cases at low Reynolds numbers (Blazek, 2015). 

 

In this way, for engineering purpose, the approximation of the solution of the NSE has usually 

been done by making use of Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. In this 

approach, the flow variables are decomposed into mean and fluctuating parts, followed by time 

or ensemble averaging (Blazek, 2015). However, as the development of RANS equations 
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yields six extra unknowns named Reynolds stresses, additional turbulent models are required 

to solve these variables. The most known models are mixing length, Reynolds stress, algebraic 

stress, k ε− , k ω− , and Spalart-Allmaras (SA). Currently, the leading models used for 

aerospace applications are the Spalart-Allmaras (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007) and the 

Menter’s SST k ω−  turbulence models (Bates et al., 2005). 

 

In 2003, a large study aimed to assess existing CFD codes was made by the Group for 

Aeronautical Research and Technology in Europe (GARTEUR), from which a report titled 

“Prediction of Performance Degradation Due to Icing for 2D Configurations” was published 

(GARTEUR, 2003). Several CFD codes, from Aerospatiale (now Airbus France), CIRA, 

DERA (now QinetiQ), DLR, Eurocopter France, INTA, NLR, ONERA, SAAB and DLR were 

used to estimate the performance degradation due to ice accretion in 2D airfoils, and results 

were assessed with experiments from the open literature. The leading models used were based 

on RANS equations. 

 

Although RANS equations have been widely used in industry and academia for several years 

to evaluate attached boundary layer flows, it cannot robustly capture the physics of the 

energetic eddies in the outer layer (Larsson et al., 2016) during near-stall conditions, especially 

in iced-airfoils due to ice-shape vortex shedding (Pan and Loth, 2005). Therefore, in the last 

decade, hybrid RANS/LES models have gained popularity in aeronautical industry due to the 

high performance and low computational cost of RANS in the areas of thin boundary layers, 

and the high accuracy of LES for detached flows. 

 

The first proposed hybrid model, called Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), was introduced by 

Spalart et al. (1997), and it was defined as “a three-dimensional unsteady numerical solution 

using a single turbulence model, which functions as a subgrid-scale model in regions where 

the grid density is fine enough for a large-eddy simulation, and as a Reynolds-averaged model 

in regions where it is not” (Travin et al., 2000). The model was rapidly well accepted among 

researchers and engineers. Spalart (2009) presented a vast reference of works in which DES 

was applied using cavities, ground vehicles, a simplified landing-gear truck, active flow control 
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by suction/blowing, space launchers, vibrating cylinders with strakes, cavitation in jets, 

buildings, air inlets, aircraft in a spin, high-lift devices, jet fighter tail buffet, and wing-wall 

junctions. 

 

The DES formulation relied on the usual RANS-grids with highly stretched cells near the wall, 

in which the grid spacing along the flow direction is much larger than the boundary layer 

thickness. However, if the grid is gradually refined, the LES mode is activated inside the 

attached boundary layer. This problem was named Modeled Stress Depletion (MSD) due to 

the reduction of the RANS Reynolds Stresses (Mockett, 2009), and it was first encountered in 

studies of (Caruelle, 2000; Deck, 2002; Menter & Kuntz, 2004). To prevent this situation, 

Spalart et al. (2005) proposed a new formulation called Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation 

(DDES), in which a new length scale definition is also solution depended, rather than grid 

dependent only. 

 

Thus, several studies began to emerge in the literature comparing DES and DDES estimations. 

(Squires et al., 2008) used both models to estimate aerodynamic parameter of the flow around 

a circular cylinder at high Reynolds number. No significant differences were obtained with 

DES and DDES. (Lorenzo et al., 2011) assessed the flow over an iced model 5-6 airfoil, in 

which mesh refinement is usually required near the wall due to the steep variation in geometry. 

The authors showed that, for 2D simulations, a good mesh refinement makes DES and DDES 

estimations equivalent. On the other hand, 3D DDES estimations of  lC , dC  and pC  were 

slightly improved over DES. (Im & Zha, 2014a) estimated lC  and dC  over a NACA0012 

airfoil in deep stall using URANS, DES and DDES with high order schemes. Although DES 

and DDES results were improved over URANS, no significant difference was noticed between 

them. 

 

In recent years, aircraft icing research efforts have focused, not only on DES and DDES, but 

also on different versions such as the Improved DDES (IDDES) and the Zonal DES (ZDES). 

According to Butler et al. (2016), the IDDES model, proposed by Shur et al. (2008), is suitable 

for the analysis of flow topologies with medium degrees of flow separation. The authors used 
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IDDES to evaluate the flow over an iced NACA0012 airfoil, which presented significant 

improvement over the DDES model. Moreover, the simple switch from DDES to IDDES 

proved as effective as a 50% improvement in grid resolution on the results accuracy. In the 

ZDES approach, RANS and LES regions are explicitly defined by the user, which makes it 

difficult to be used as a general tool. Deck (2005) first proposed a generalized zonal approach, 

which was later improved (Deck, 2012). This approach is combined with the features of the 

DDES model, and was later used by Zhang et al. (2015) to study the effect of span width 

domain size and grid density on detached flow behavior around two airfoils, the iced GLC-305 

and the NACA23012. The authors concluded that a spanwise length larger than 0.3c is 

necessary to properly represent the physics of the turbulence in the wake flow. They also found 

out that insufficient grid density results in augmented eddy viscosity, which retards the 

development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, and consequently the transition from RANS to 

LES.  

 

According to Mockett et al. (2018), the transition from RANS to LES (the so-called ‘grey 

area’) in DDES is commonly trigged by an instability. In flows dominated by separating shear 

layers, DDES has a fairly slow transition due to relatively high LES eddy-viscosity. In an effort 

to speed up the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the free shear layer formed over iced airfoils, 

Xiao et al. (2017a) used the DDES combined with the low dissipation schemes SLAU/MDCD, 

which improved estimations of the lift coefficient on an iced GLC-305 airfoil compared to the 

ZDES models. Another approach to unlock the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, and accelerate 

transition to 2D, and, then, 3D flow structures in shear layers was proposed by Shur et al. 

(2015). Their model is called Shear-Layer Adapted (SLA) Sub-Grid length Scale (SGS), and 

it proposes a new length scale definition that tries to correct the anisotropic grid cell effects on 

the RANS/LES transition taking into account the direction of the vorticity vector. The SLA-

SGS is also referred to Enhanced DDES in the literature (Jefferson-Loveday, 2020; Younes et 

al., 2020). 

 

Molina et al. (2017) confirmed the improved performance of this approach using a backward-

facing step, tandem cylinders, and a wing at transonic buffet conditions study cases. Similarly, 
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Guseva et al. (2017) made a comparative study of the original versions of DDES and IDDES, 

and their equivalent versions with SLA-SGS implemented. The authors studied different flows: 

a flow with non-fixed pressure-induced separation and reattachment (wall-mounted hump), a 

massively separated flow (NACA 0021 airfoil beyond stall), and a supersonic separated flow 

(wake behind a cylindrical body). Their results confirmed the accelerated RANS/LES 

transition produced by the SLA-SGS. 

 

More recently, the GLC-305 airfoil with a leading-edge horn-shape glaze ice was used in a 

study carried out by Molina et al. (2020), in which the standard Sub-Grid length Scale (SGS) 

is compared to the Shear-Layer Adapted Sub-Grid length Scale (SLA-SGS) model. The 

authors also combined the SLA-SGS model with a low-dissipation scheme, HR-SLAU2. The 

rapid transition from RANS to LES was shown, and consequently, a significant reduction of 

the ‘grey area’, when the SLA-SGS model was used. As, according to Molina et al. (2020), 

this is “the latest Shear-Layer Adapted Sub-Grid length Scale” to date, and improved 

estimations was shown in the literature, it will be the model selected to the roughness 

implementation as well as the numerical simulations within this thesis. 

 

1.3 Modification of RANS model to account for roughness 

Roughness is one of the main characteristics of ice accretion, and although only the onset of 

ice formation is commonly treated as a rough surface, the other types of ice catalogued by 

Bragg et al. (2005) are also rough. According to Stebbins et al. (2019), in three-dimensional 

simulations, it is a common practice to extrude two-dimensional representational cuts of ice 

shapes, which smooths out a large portion of the roughness of the geometry. The authors 

highlight that this loss of fidelity is an open research question, and it can depend on several 

parameters. Nevertheless, most studies in the literature do not take roughness effects into 

account when performing numerical simulations with hybrid models on iced airfoils such as 

the horn-type shape. This is not surprising due to the challenges involved in the roughness 

study. According to Flack and Schultz (2010), “the most important unresolved issue regarding 
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surface roughness in fluid engineering practice is how frictional drag (for external flows) or 

pressure drop (for internal flows) relates to the particular roughness topography”. 

 

Different experimental studies on roughness were performed in the past and, some of them, 

became reference such as the well-known works of (Moody, 1944; Nikuradse, 1933; 

Schlichting, 1937). Nikuradse (1933) made an extensive study on rough pipes, which resulted 

in a vast amount of data and important observations such as the division of the three different 

regions of the flow based on the roughness Reynolds number ( Rek ), “hydraulically smooth”, 

“transition”, and “completely rough”. Based on Nikuradse’s data, Schlichting (1937) proposed 

the equivalent sand-grain roughness ( sk ), which is an idealized roughness deduced from the 

real roughness height using empirical correlations. He showed that sk  is affected by the height, 

shape, and density of roughness. Also based on the data built by Nikuradse, Moody (1944) 

created a diagram that relates the friction factor, Reynolds number, and surface roughness. Due 

to its simplicity, the Moody diagram is still widely used to calculate the loss of energy caused 

by viscous friction in pipes (LaViolette, 2017). 

 

For numerical simulations, there are three commonly used approaches to predict flow over 

rough surfaces, “highest fidelity”, “discrete element approach”, and “equivalent sand grain” 

(deVelder, 2020). As reported in (Aupoix, 2015b), the first approach consists of computing the 

flow around the roughness elements, which is presently done only at a research level due to its 

high computational cost. In the second approach, roughness effects are averaged at a higher 

level from the reference surface, which requires the modification of the mean flow equations 

to account for blockage effects caused by the roughness elements. However, Aupoix 

emphasizes that this modification precludes the use of this technique in general RANS solvers. 

The last approach is the most popular and, according to Aupoix, it is the only affordable one 

for industrial applications. In this technique, the equivalent sand-grain roughness ( sk ), 

proposed by Schlichting (1937), is used to represent the height of a sand grain from 

Nikuradse’s experiments, and reproduce the drag increase in the fully rough regime. With the 

purpose of reducing the uncertainty in the determination of the equivalent sand-grain 
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roughness, Dirling (1973) proposed a correlation in which topological features are translated 

into the sk . This correlation became very popular, and it is frequently cited in the literature 

(Liu, 2014). 

 

Different roughness implementations based on the equivalent sand grain have been proposed, 

especially for the well-established and validated k ω−  Shear-Stress Transport (SST) and 

Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence models. The history of k ω−  models that take roughness 

into account is somewhat extensive, and different formulations have been proposed. In 1988, 

Wilcox (1988) proposed a roughness correction for the k ω−  model, which presented 

satisfactory results. However, Hellsten and Laine (1998) observed the shortcoming in Wilcox’s 

technique of not working well with the k ω−  SST model. Therefore, they proposed an 

extension for the k ω−  SST model to account for roughness by adjusting the surface value of 

ω. Similarly, Knopp et al. (2009) improved not only model compatibility with the k ω−  SST 

but also another shortcoming in Wilcox’s model, the requirement of a much finer near-wall 

grid resolution for rough walls than smooth ones. The authors proposed a new model inspired 

by the strategy developed by ONERA and Boeing (Aupoix & Spalart, 2003) for the SA 

turbulence model. However, the results obtained with this model were highly grid-dependent 

(Lee, 2018), and the model strongly underestimated the velocity shift caused by roughness in 

the transition regime (Aupoix, 2015b). Therefore, Aupoix (2015b) proposed a new SST model 

that performs better in the three roughness regimes.  

 

For the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, two different extensions were independently 

developed by ONERA and Boeing (Aupoix & Spalart, 2003). Both models are based on the 

commonly used equivalent sand grain approach ( sk ), which is utilized to reproduce the drag 

increase in the turbulent model. Aupoix (2015a) noticed that sk  produced overestimated values 

of heat flux. Therefore, the author proposed a correction of the Prandtl number based on a large 

database obtained with the discrete element approach to improve estimations. 

 

As seen in the literature review, although RANS has been used for decades in industry and 

academia to estimate the performance degradation of iced airfoils, it fails to robustly capture 
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the physics of massive flow separation. Thus, the proposed hybrid models (RANS/LES) such 

as DES and DDES, and their improved versions, have been increasingly used in the study of 

iced airfoils, which has been augmenting fidelity of estimations. On the other hand, it was also 

shown that, to the date and to the best of our knowledge, roughness has never been considered 

in the study of iced airfoils using DES or DDES. Therefore, we propose to numerically estimate 

the aerodynamic performance degradation of a three-dimensional post-stall-angle rough iced 

wing using a hybrid model (RANS/LES) called DDES including RANS with roughness 

implemented. The roughness model is implemented into an open-source code called Stanford 

University Unstructured, SU2, which is a collection of tools written in C++ and Python aimed 

at performing multi-physics simulations (Palacios et al., 2013). 

 

1.4 Research Objectives  

The main objective of this research is to numerically estimate the aerodynamic performance 

degradation of a three-dimensional post-stall-angle rough iced wing using a hybrid model 

(RANS/LES) called DDES including RANS with roughness implemented.  

 

In order to achieve the main objective, the following sub-objectives are carried out: 

 

1) Propose a DDES model that includes RANS with roughness. 

2) Verify and validate the Spalart-Allmaras roughness implementation in SU2, which is 

performed separately. First, RANS with the roughness implementation is verified and validated 

using rough and smooth surfaces. Following, DDES is verified and validated using smooth 

surfaces with massive flow separation. 

3) Evaluate how roughness affects DDES estimations of aerodynamic parameters of 

massive-separated flows over rough surfaces. The evaluation is performed using two three-

dimensional study cases, a rough backward facing step and a rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil. 
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1.5 Contributions 

The purpose of numerical simulations is to represent and mimic the behaviour of real systems 

based on mathematical models. Along the years, mathematical models, approaches, and 

methods have been evolving in an effort to improve fidelity of numerical simulations. Towards 

the same objective, this research contributes by: 

 

- Proposing a method, which is a combination of models and schemes that simulates the 

behaviour of flows over three-dimensional rough iced wings. The main advantage of this 

approach is twofold. First, it robustly represents the physics of turbulent massive-detached 

flows. Second, it considers the effects produced by the surface (ice) roughness. 

- Verifying and validating the models with the roughness implementation to prove that 

they behave as expected. We performed RANS (smooth and rough surfaces) and DDES 

(smooth surfaces with massive flow separation) simulations. For RANS, we used the classical 

study case originally utilized for the validation of the rough SA model. In addition, another 

two study cases were used, a NACA 0012 airfoil, and an iced model 5-6 airfoil. Each study 

case is duplicated so that we can evaluate flows over smooth and rough surfaces. For DDES, 

two study cases with massive flow separation are used, a smooth-surface channel with a 

Backward Facing Step, and a smooth-surface NACA 0012 airfoil in deep stall. In addition, we 

perform two investigations with the roughness implementation in RANS, a study on the 

Reynolds number sensitivity, and the influence of equivalent sand-grain roughness heights on 

the aircraft performance degradation based on the deterioration of the (max)lC . 

- Proving that, although roughness causes significant effects on a backward facing step, 

no roughness effects are seen on a rough iced airfoil. Our results showed that the great adverse 

pressure gradient created after the tip of the horn ice prevailed against the roughness effects. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

MODEL AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Problem definition 

As mentioned before, cloud droplets can remain in their liquid form at temperatures well below 

water freezing point. When airplanes fly into clouds that contain these super-cooled water 

droplets, ice crystals are formed on the leading edge of the surfaces, as illustrated in Figure 

2-1, which represents the scheme of the physical problem under study. The aircraft of weight, 

W, is flying at a velocity, V. The wings generate a lift force, L, equal to the weight. The engines 

thrust, T, must be equal or superior to the drag, D. As the aircraft enters clouds at below 

freezing point temperatures, ice begins to accrete on the leading edge of the wings, shown in 

blue. 

 

The aerodynamic performance of various lifting components with small or large ice accretion 

should be known to enable proper aircraft design and certification as well as the development 

of efficient anti-icing and de-icing systems. According to Anderson (2001), although the 

aerodynamic forces generated on aircraft seem complex, they have two basic sources: pressure 

and shear stress distribution over the body. Based on them, one can obtain lift, drag and 

moments, which are important in the preliminary design and performance analysis of airplanes. 

The same author also affirms that almost all the lift, at cruising conditions, is produced by the 

wing. Thus, it is important to study the mentioned forces generated on airplane’s wings. 

However, in aeronautical engineering, dimensionless force and moment coefficients are most 

used. Therefore, the aerodynamic effects produced on wings are commonly presented in the 

literature in terms of lift, drag and moment coefficients. 
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Figure 2-1 Scheme of the physical problem under study 
 

In order to evaluate the performance degradation created by the accreted ice on the leading 

edge (shown in blue in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2), the wing is modeled as a straight infinite 

wing. Therefore, we assume that the wing performance degradation is equivalent to the one 

computed over a straight infinite wing with a uniform ice shape along the span. Nevertheless, 

the problem is still considered as 3D because we intend to model the large 3D turbulent 

structures. Figure 2-2 illustrates a perspective view of the problem under study. 
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Figure 2-2 Perspective view of the model 5-6  airfoil 
 

The airfoil of chord c has a horn iced shape on the leading edge that creates airflow separation 

at a lower Angle of Attack (AoA), as compared to the clean airfoil. The airflow separation is 

modeled as an unsteady compressible turbulent flow. Therefore, lift, drag and moment 

coefficients will fluctuate over time. From an aircraft aerodynamic point of view, the 

fluctuations are fast and can be neglected. The average coefficients are of interest however, 

especially when compared to the clean airfoil coefficients. 

 

As already mentioned, in-flight ice accretion degrades aerodynamic performance reducing lift 

and increasing drag, which results in lower stall angles and higher risks of accidents. To 

evaluate the aerodynamic effects caused by in-flight icing, lift and drag coefficients are 

estimated using straight infinite wings with two types of ice, the onset of ice accretion 

represented by roughness, and a horn-shape type formation. For the first type of ice, only 

RANS is active in the model, whereas for the second type, RANS or LES might be active.  The 

ice roughness is modeled based on the equivalent sand grain roughness approach, and it is 

estimated using the SA extension implemented into the DDES model.  The horn-shape ice is 

chosen based on (GARTEUR, 2003), and it will be modeled as smooth and rough ice (the ice 

surface) so that the impact of roughness on the performance degradation can be evaluated. As 

large regions of flow detachment are expected in this case, both models will be active, RANS 

in attached regions, and LES in regions of massive detachment. 
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2.2 Mathematical model 

2.2.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

According to Kundu et al. (2012), almost all macroscopic flows in engineering practice are 

turbulent. Although the NSE can be used to evaluate turbulence, the enormous range of length 

scales to be resolved is virtually impossible, and not necessary at high Reynolds numbers 

(Kundu et al., 2012). Therefore, Reynolds proposed to average the equations of motion by 

separating the quantities in mean and fluctuating parts.  This process is known as Reynolds 

decomposition, and leads to the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. According to 

Blazek (2015), for compressible flows, where the density is not constant, it is recommended to 

apply Reynolds averaging for density and pressure, whereas Favre averaging is used for the 

other variables, which results in:  

 

 ( ) 0i
it x

ρ ρυ∂ ∂+ =
∂ ∂

  (2.1) 

 

 
( ) ( ) ( )i j i ij i j

j i j

p
t x x x

ρυ ρυ υ τ ρυ υ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ′′ ′′+ = − + −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

     (2.2) 

 

    ( ) ( ) ( )j j ij i j i ij i j
j j j j

TE H k h K
t x x x x

ρ ρυ ρυ τ υ ρυ υ τ ρυ υ
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   ′′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′′+ = − + − + −     ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂    


     (2.3) 

 

where ρ  represents the mean density, iυ  is the mean velocity, in which the indicial notation is 

used together with Einstein's implicit summation convention for repeated indices, p  is the 

mean pressure, h is the enthalpy, k  is the thermal conductivity coefficient, and K is the 

turbulent kinetic energy. Here, the bar denotes the Reynolds-averaged values, the tilte 

represents the Favre-averaged values, and the double prime is used for fluctuating parts. The 

transfer of momentum due to turbulent fluctuations based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity 

hypothesis, which assumes a linear relationship between the turbulent shear stress tensor and 

the mean strain rate (Blazek, 2015), is defined as: 
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 2 22

3 3
F tur k
ij i j tur ij ij ij

k

S K
x

μ υτ ρυ υ μ δ ρ δ∂ ′′ ′′= − = − −  ∂ 

   (2.4) 

 

where F
ijτ , turμ , ijS  and K  represent the Favre-averaged Reynolds stress tensor, eddy 

viscosity, the Favre-averaged strain rate and the Favre-averaged turbulent kinetic energy, 

respectively. 

 

2.2.2 Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulent model 

The development of RANS equations yields six extra unknowns called Reynolds stresses. 

Therefore, additional turbulent models are required to solve these terms. In this work, the one-

equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used without any transition model, mainly 

because transition tends to occur close to the leading edge on a rough airfoil. The SA model, 

as implemented into the open-source code SU2 (Palacios et al., 2013), is presented by (Philippe 

Spalart & Steven Allmaras, 1992) making use of the Boussinesq hypothesis as follows: 

 

( )
2

1
1 2 1 2 22

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) b
j b b

j j j i i

cc f S c f f c
t x d x x x xυ ω ω υ
ν ν ν ν ν νυ ν ν ν

κ σ
  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  + = − − − + + +      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      

 (2.5) 

 

where ν̂  is the eddy-viscosity variable (Blazek, 2015). 

 
For the turbulent viscosity: 
 

 
1

3

1 1 3 3

ˆˆ ,     ,    ,    dyn
tur f f

c
υ

υ υ

μχ νμ ρν χ ν
χ ν ρ

= = = =
+

 (2.6) 

where the production term is 22 2

ˆ
Ŝ f

d υ
νω

κ
= + , ω υ=∇× 

 is the fluid vorticity, d  is the 

distance to the nearest wall, and 2
1

1
1

f
fυ
υ

χ
χ

= −
+

; 
1

6 6
3
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3

1 cf g
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ω
ω
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 +=  + 
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( )6
2g r c r rω= + −  and 2 2

ˆ
ˆr
S d

ν
κ

= . The closure constants are: 
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1 2
1 2 1 2 3 12

12 ,  0.135,  0.622,  0.41,  ,  0.3,  2,  7.1
3

b b
b b

c cc c c c c cω ω ω υσ κ
κ σ

+= = = = = + = = =  (2.7) 

 

The dynamic viscosity can be calculated based on the Sutherland law and reference values, 
51.716 10 /ref kg msμ −= × , 273.15refT K=  and 110.4Su K= . Hence:  

 

3/2

ref
dyn ref

ref

T SuT
T T Su

μ μ
  +

=    + 
 (2.8) 

 

where the value of T  is obtained from the energy equation and the enthalpy definition, 

pH C Tρ= . 

 

2.2.3 Extension of the Spalart-Allmaras model (Rough SA) 

The technique used to evaluate roughness effects in this thesis are based on the equivalent 

sand-grain roughness ( sk ), proposed by (Schlichting, 1937), which is an idealized roughness 

height that represent the height of a sand grain from (Nikuradse, 1933)’s experiments. The 

commonly used correlation proposed by (Dirling, 1973) to translate topological features into 

sk is summarized below: 

 
3.78

1.90

/ 0.0164 ,  4.93
/ 139 ,  4.93

s

s

k k
k k

λ λ
λ λ−

= <

= >
 (2.9) 

 

where: sk is the equivalent sand-grain roughness height, k  is the mean roughness height, and

λ  is the roughness shape parameter defined as: 

 

 4/3
0( / )( / )p sr k A Aλ −=  (2.10) 

 

where: 0 /r k  is the spacing parameter, with 0r  being the mean distance between roughness 

elements; pA  is the projected area in the direction of the freestream velocity vector; and sA  is 

the windward surface area of the element seen by the flow. 
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The extension of the Spalart-Allmaras model to consider roughness effects, herein called rough 

SA, is presented in (Aupoix & Spalart, 2003). In this model, the distance function is increased 

in relation to the SA standard version 

 

 0.03new sd d k= +  (2.11) 

where d  is the (original) distance to the nearest wall, and is the conventional equivalent 

sand-grain roughness height. For uniform , the new distance replaces all d  in the original 

model. The χ  becomes 

 1
ˆ s

R
new

kc
v d
νχ = +  (2.12) 

 

with 1 0.5Rc = . As Ŝ  is not affected, 2fυ  becomes 

 

 2
1

ˆ
1

ˆ
f

fυ
υ

ν
ν ν

= −
+

 (2.13) 

 

Then, the wall boundary condition ˆ 0wallν =  is replaced by 

 

 
ˆˆ

0.03
wall

wall sn k
νν∂  = ∂ 

  (2.14) 

 

where n


 is the outside normal to the wall vector. 

 

2.2.4 Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 

According to Blazek (2015), the more universal aspect of small turbulent structures has led 

researchers to the idea of resolving the large, energy-carrying structures, and of modeling the 

effects of the small ones, which is computationally considerably less expensive than the DNS. 

In this way, a low-pass spatial filtering of the Navier-Stokes, named Large Eddy Simulation 

(LES), was proposed by Orszag and Patterson (1972). In this approach, the large-scale three-

sk

sk
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dimensional unsteady turbulent motions are directly solved, whereas the smaller scales are 

modeled by a sub-grid scale model (Zhiyin, 2015). Figure 2-3 illustrates the mentioned filtering 

process, in which the eddies are represented in blue. As seen, the eddies that are larger than the 

grid cells are filtered and resolved (Grid Scale), while the smaller ones are modeled (Sub-Grid 

Scale). 

 

Figure 2-3 Grid Scale (GS) and Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) 
 

In more refined meshes, a higher number of time-dependent eddies is directly solved, which 

results in an improved fidelity of predictions. On the other hand, as simulations approaches 

DNS for highly refined meshes, computational cost, and simulation time are massively 

increased. Therefore, the same study case that takes a couple of hours using RANS models 

could take several weeks when LES is used. For instance, the iced model 5-6 airfoil simulations 

of this work lasted around 19 hours using RANS, whereas it consumed around 478 hours (~20 
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days) when DDES (RANS/LES) was used. Both simulations used 288 CPU cores of the Cedar 

cluster of Compute Canada. Each node used of the cluster has 48 cores provided by 2 intel 

8260 cascade lake at 2.4 GHz.  

 

2.2.5 Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation and roughness 

The DES proposed to switch from RANS to LES model is based on a modified length scale 

definition d , used instead of the distance from the nearest wall, d , in the SA model (Spalart 

et al., 1997) . The length scale is based on the local maximum grid spacing Δ : 

 

 min( , )DESd d C= Δ  (2.15) 

 

 max( , , )x y zΔ = Δ Δ Δ  (2.16) 

 

The value of 0.65DESC =  is obtained after calibration on isotropic turbulence. Usually, the 

maximum grid spacing should be larger than the boundary layer because the elements near the 

wall are highly stretched in the streamwise direction for most aerodynamic flows. However, in 

some cases, the maximum grid spacing could be smaller than the boundary layer, and lead to 

activation of LES inside the attached boundary layer region . In order to prevent this situation, 

(Spalart et al., 2005) created the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) model, in which 

a new length scale definition is proposed: 

 

 max(0, )d DESd d f d C= − − Δ  (2.17) 

 

 3

2 2
, ,

ˆ
1 tanh((8 ) ),  d d d

i j i j

f r r
U U d

ν ν
κ

+= − =  (2.18) 

 

where ,i jU  is the velocity gradient, κ  is the Kármán constant. The function df  is zero in 

RANS region. 
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As already mentioned, the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) model (Spalart et al., 

2005) is based on a modified length scale definition,  max(0, )d DESd d f d C= − − Δ , used instead 

of the distance from the nearest wall, d , in the SA model. The modified length scale is 

responsible for switching between RANS and LES. When in RANS, 0df = , and d d= , thus, 

in order to account for roughness, d  is replaced by 0.003new sd d k= +  herein. 

 

2.2.6 Shear-Layer Adapted DDES 

In order to improve the slow transition between RANS/LES, which is commonly called “grey 

area”, (Shur et al., 2015) presented the Shear-layer Adapted model, which proposes a new 

length scale definition that tries to correct the anisotropic grid cell effects on the RANS/LES 

transition. The length scale considers the direction of the vorticity vector. For a cell with the 

center vector r  and vertices located at nr
 , and n  being the number of element vertices (8 for 

hexahedral cell), the definition is 

 

 
, 1,8

1 max , 
3 n m n nn m

I I I n rω ω=
Δ = − = ×

      (2.19) 

 

where nω


 is the unit vector aligned with the vorticity vector. The length scale is further 

corrected to facilitate the Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability, which is the effect caused by the 

strongly inflectional profile of separated shear layers due to friction velocity: 

 

 ( )SLA KHF VTMωΔ = Δ = Δ  (2.20) 

 

The KHF function depends on the average values of VTM (Vortex Tilting Measure) over the 

current and closest neighboring cells. The piecewise linear function is defined as 

 

 ( ) ( )
max min

min max min
1

2 1

max ,min , KH KH

KH KH KHKH

F F
F VTM F F F VTM a

a a

  −  = + −  −    
 (2.21) 
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Here, max 1.0
KH

F = , min 0.1
KH

F = , 1 0.15a = , and 2 0.3a = . Finally, the definition of VTM  is 

 

 
( ) { }* *

22 2
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max 1, , 0.2

ˆ ˆ3 ( ) ( ) tur

S
VTM

tr S tr S

ω ω
ν ν νν

ω

⋅ ×  = = 
  −  

 

 (2.22) 

 

2.2.7 Boundary conditions 

According to Blazek (2015), regardless of the method used to solve the Navier-Stokes 

equations, suitable initial and Boundary Conditions (BC) must be defined in order to avoid 

inaccurate simulation of the real system. The Initial Condition (IC) defines the state of the fluid 

at 0t =  or at the first step of an iterative scheme, and it can be prescribed as values of free-

stream pressure, density and velocity components. Still according to the author, the boundary 

conditions are used because only a certain part of the physical domain is used in numerical 

simulations. Therefore, values of the physical quantities must be specified on the artificial 

boundaries. The different initial conditions and boundary conditions used in this work are 

presented in each study case throughout the document. Nevertheless, we summarized them in 

this section.  

 

In our study, farfield BCs are used to define the boundaries of the domain for the numerical 

simulations of external-flow study cases, in which freestream values are prescribed. For the 

spanwise plans (side walls), two different BCs were defined in the study cases, periodic BC 

and symmetric BC. In the periodic BC, one periodic side wall is transformed into the other side 

wall by pure coordinate translation (Blazek, 2015). In the symmetric BC, both side walls are 

symmetrical, and the following conditions must be met. First, the velocity normal to the 

symmetric boundary must be zero. Second, the following gradients must be zero, the gradient 

of a scalar quantity normal to the boundary, the gradient of the tangential velocity normal to 

the boundary, and the gradient of the normal velocity along the boundary (Blazek, 2015). For 

internal flows, inlet BC are defined, in which total pressure and total temperature are imposed; 
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and for the outlet BC, the static pressure is imposed. For the study cases with rough surfaces, 

roughness is imposed by defining the equivalent sand grain roughness height ( sk ). 

 

Static temperature (T ), Mach number ( Ma ) and Reynolds number (Re) are directly defined 

on the configuration file of SU2. However, other parameters must be previously calculated. In 

this way, velocity can be calculated using: 

 

 Ma RTυ γ=  (2.23) 

 

where γ  is the heat capacity ratio, and R is the specific gas constant for air. Total pressure and 

total temperature are calculated using: 

 

 
1211

2totalp p Ma
γ

γγ −− = + 
 

 (2.24) 

and 

 

 
211

2totalT T Maγ − = + 
 

 (2.25) 

 

The ρ  can be obtained using the Reynolds number equation: 

 

 
Re dyn

L
μ

ρ
υ

=  (2.26) 

 
where L is a characteristic linear dimension. 
 

 

2.3 Numerical method 

The 3D flows are modeled by the compressible, turbulent Navier-Stokes equations, expressed 

in the conservative form (Molina et al., 2017). The vector of conservative variables is 
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 1 2 3( , , , , )TU Eρ ρυ ρυ ρυ ρ=


 (2.27) 

 

where 𝜌 is the air density, E is the total energy per unit mass, and 3
1 2 3, ,υ υ υ υ= ∈

  is the flow 

velocity in Cartesian coordinate system. Then, the NSE are expressed as a general convection 

diffusion equation 
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in which U


 represents the vector of state variables, ( )cF U
 

 are the convective fluxes, ( )F Uυ 
 

are the viscous fluxes and ( )Q U
 

 is a generic source term. Thus, the convective and viscous 

fluxes are respectively: 
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 (2.30)  

where P  is the static pressure, which under the assumption of a perfect gas can be determined 

from ( 1) [ 0.5( . )]P Eγ ρ υυ= − −  
, H  is the fluid enthalpy, / ( 1)PC Rγ γ= −  is  the specific heat 

of air at constant pressure, PT
Rρ

=  is the temperature, ijδ is the Kronecker delta function, the 

viscous stresses are written as: 

 
2( . )
3ij tot j i i j ijτ μ υ υ δ υ= ∂ + ∂ − ∇ 

, with tot dyn turμ μ μ= +  (2.31) 

 *

Pr Pr
dyn tur
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d t
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where Prd  and Prt  are dynamic and turbulent Prandtl numbers. The dynamic viscosity, dynμ , 

is assumed to satisfy Sutherland’s law (White & Corfield, 2006). The turbulent viscosity, turμ , 

is obtained from the one equation SA turbulent model (P. Spalart & S. Allmaras, 1992). 

Moreover, in the framework of the general convection diffusion equation, the SA equation can 

be rewritten as: 

 
2

1
1 2 2 1 22

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆˆ ˆ ˆ,  ,  Q= (1 )c b
b b

i i

cF F c f S c c f f
x x d

υ
υ ω ω υ

ν ν ν ν νυν ν ν
σ κ
+ ∂ ∂    = = Δ − + − −   ∂ ∂   

 
 (2.33) 

 

The boundary conditions for smooth walls are 

 

 ˆ ˆ0 and 3wall farfieldν ν ν= =  (2.34) 

 

For the roughness version of the SA, the distance from the nearest wall d  is replaced by 

0.03new sd d k= + , and the boundary conditions become: 

 

 
ˆˆ

0.03
wall

wall sn k
νν∂  = ∂ 

  (2.35) 

 

where n


 is the outside normal to the wall vector. 

 

The Partial Differential Equations (PDE) are discretized on unstructured meshes using the 

finite volume method. The second order finite volume scheme is applied using a standard edge-

based data structure on dual grid. The control volumes are constructed using a median-dual 

vertex-based scheme (Palacios et al., 2013). The general convection diffusion equations are, 

after integration over the dual control volume iΩ , surrounding vertex i  

 

 ( )
( )i

c
ij ij ij i

j i

U d F F S Q
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   (2.36) 
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The convective and viscous fluxes, c
ijF  and ijF υ  are the numerical approximations of the fluxes 

projected along an edge. ijSΔ is the area of the face associated with the edge ij  and iΩ  is the 

set of vertices neighbor to vertex i . 

 

The viscous and convective fluxes are evaluated at the midpoint of an edge. The viscous fluxes 

are evaluated using flow quantities and their first derivatives at the faces of the dual control 

volume. The spatial gradient is evaluated using the weighted least-squares approach at vertices, 

and then, averaged to obtain the gradient at the dual control volume face. Source terms are 

approximated using piecewise constant reconstruction within each dual control volume. The 

convective fluxes for the Navier-Stokes equations are obtained using two schemes along this 

work, the Roe Scheme (for RANS simulations) and the High-Resolution Simple Low 

Dissipation Advection Upstream scheme (HR-SLAU2) (for DDES simulations) from the 

AUSM-family (Advection Upstream Splitting Method) (Kitamura, 2016; Kitamura & 

Hashimoto, 2016). According to Blazek (2015), the Roe scheme is the most widely used 

approach on unstructured grids because of its excellent resolution of boundary layers. This 

scheme is presented in (Palacios et al., 2013) as: 

 

 ( )11
2 2

c c
i jc

ij ij i j

F F
F n P P U U−

 +
= ⋅ − Λ −  
 

 
  (2.37) 

 

where i  and j  represent the position of nodes. Thus, iU  and jU  are the conserved variables 

at nodes i  and j , respectively. cF


 is the convective flux, P  is the matrix of eigenvectors of 

the convective flux Jacobian Matrix cA


 constructed using the Roe-average variables and 

projected in the ijn  direction, which is outward vector associated with the face between nodes 

i  and j . Λ  is the diagonal matrix with entries corresponding to the absolute values of the 

eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian matrix.  

 

According to Winkler et al. (2012), low dissipation schemes are required in the LES portion 

of hybrid models. Inspired by the reduced dissipation approach presented by Winkler et al. 
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(2012) for the Roe scheme, (Kitamura & Hashimoto, 2016) proposed the HR-SLAU2, which 

the author presents as: 
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        (2.38) 

 

 1 2 3 1, 2, 3,(1, , , , ) ,       (0, 0)T TH N n n nυ υ υΨ = =
 

 (2.39) 

 

where, 1 2 3( , , )n n n n=  are Cartesian components of a normal vector from the left to the right, 

1 2 3( , , )υ υ υ υ=  is the velocity vector, and m is the mass flux, defined as: 
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and, the pressure flux is: 
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  (2.50) 

 

 

 minmax( ,1 )FD dfσ σ σ= = −  (2.51) 

 

The df  parameter is equal to zero in the RANS region, and to one in the LES region, thus, the 

σ  parameter smoothly evolves from RANS to LES regions.  

As already mentioned, the DDES model is based on a modified length scale definition,  

max(0, )d DESd d f d C= − − Δ , used instead of the distance from the nearest wall, d  in the SA 

model. The modified length scale is responsible for switching between RANS and LES. When 

in RANS, 0df = , and consequently d d= , then, due to the roughness implementation, d  is 

replaced by the increased 0.03new sd d k= + , which considers the role of the equivalent sand-

grain roughness height, sk . 
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This formulation has been implemented into an open-source code called Stanford University 

Unstructured, SU2 (Palacios et al., 2013). The model will be called SU2rough herein, and it is 

expected to improve the fidelity of estimations in which roughness is considered. 

 

2.4 Post-processing approaches 

2.4.1 Statistics 

As already mentioned, one of the main challenges faced in CFD simulations is how to ‘solve’ 

turbulent flows in which a wide range of length and time scales is present. The time-averaged 

process offered by RANS models has been widely used for several years. In this process, the 

instantaneous results are not considered, and only the time-averaged values are generated. One 

of the main advantages of this model is the reduced computational cost and amount of data 

produced. However, as stated earlier, RANS is not suitable for simulations of massive-

separated flows.  

 

The presented hybrid RANS/LES models offer improved results in simulations of massive-

separated flows, in which LES is active. However, this improvement translates into 

exponentially higher computational cost as well as an enormous amount of data to be assessed. 

For instance, in our NACA 0012 in deep stall study case, a total of 16000 iterations with a 

physical time step of 0.15tΔ =  milliseconds, and 20 inner iterations were used. Statistics were 

calculated from the last 10000 iterations. Each flow file solution generated, at each iteration, 

had around 3 Gigabytes. Therefore, the total storage space required for the solutions 

(disregarding other files also generated) would be around 30 Terabytes. Although the storage 

issue could be solved by using high-capacity hard disk drives, working with these numerous 

large files becomes extremely challenging and time-consuming. Therefore, to reduce the 

amount of data, instantaneous solution files were generated at every interval of 30 iterations, 

which resulted in around 330 files, and a total of around 1 Terabyte of occupied space. 

Averaging capabilities have been added to SU2, which reduces further the number of files for 

post-processing. 
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For the statistics calculation as well as data analysis and visualization (post-processing) 

performed in this work, we used three distinct software packages, MatLab from MathWorks, 

Excel from Microsoft, and Paraview from Kitware. The time-averaged global aerodynamic 

coefficients, such as lC , dC , pC  and fC , were performed as follow. First, we evaluated our 

results to make sure we get values after the initial oscillating regions. In this way, the iterations 

were accompanied until the greater oscillations were reduced, as illustrated in the backward 

facing step example shown in Figure 2-4. As shown, the instantaneous drag coefficient ( dC ) is 

presented along the total simulation time, 44.2 seconds or 96000 iterations. An oscillating 

region is clearly seen in the first 40000 iterations. After this point, the oscillation is reduced, 

and values fluctuate around 1.018, which is the mean value represented in green in the zoomed-

in graph of Figure 2-5. The dispersion of values is represented by the standard deviation, which 

is 0.021, and is shown in pink. This analysis was performed for all unsteady study cases, and 

then, the time-averaged values were calculated. 

 

Additionally, since turbulence is a three-dimensional phenomenon (Tabatabaian, 2015), the 

time-averaged values obtained in the previous steps presented variations in the spanwise 

direction. Therefore, in our unsteady three-dimensional study cases, values in the spanwise 

direction were space averaged. Thus, the final aerodynamic coefficients presented throughout 

this document is obtained after two averaging processes, time (temporal) and space (spatial) 

averaging, unless stated otherwise.  
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Figure 2-4 Evolution of Drag coefficient 

along total number of iterations 

Figure 2-5 Zoomed-in evolution of Drag 

coefficient along statistical iterations 

  

2.4.2 Discrepancies and errors 

In order to evaluate the quality of our estimations, a verification and validation process is 

performed in CHAPTER 3. In this way, our results are confronted with numerical and 

experimental data from the literature so that discrepancies and errors could calculated. One of 

the approaches used to present errors in the literature is the percent error (herein also called 

percent discrepancy when performing verification against numerical results), which is obtained 

from the multiplication of the relative error by 100. The relative error is the ratio: 

 

 
Exact Value-Approximation

Relative error =
Exact Value  (2.52) 

 

in which,  Exact Value-Approximation  is called absolute error. Thus, the percent error is: 

 

 
Exact Value - Approximation

100
Exact Value

δ
 

= ⋅ 
 

 (2.53) 

  

Herein, the “Exact Value” represents the references used in this work, and the 

“Approximation” represents our estimations.  
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In order to calculate discrepancies and errors that better represent what it is being shown in our 

graphs, some sections will present a percent error in which the absolute error is scaled by the 

difference of the maximum and minimum values of a curve. Hence, the percent error becomes: 

 

 
Exact Value - Approximation

100
Maximum - Minimum

δ
 

= ⋅ 
 

 (2.54) 

 

For instance, the discrepancy or error of the pressure coefficient obtained using the backward 

facing step (Figure 3-31) is calculated using: 

 

 _( ) _( )

max min

100f estimated f reference
f

f f

C C
C

C C
δ

 −
= ⋅  − 

 (2.55) 

where max min 0.0701f f fC C CΔ = − = .  

 

Whenever equation 2.53 is used throughout this document, the "Maximum-Minimum" is 

explicitly presented when introducing the graphs.  

 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the problem of aircraft ice accretion was defined, and the governing equations 

of the models used in this thesis were presented. In this way, the commonly used RANS model 

was presented along with the extension of the SA turbulence model to consider roughness. 

Next, we illustrated the basic principles of LES, followed by an introduction of the hybrid DES 

and DDES model, which make use of RAN and LES. Then, a model intended to improve the 

transition between RANS/LES, called Shear-layer Adapted model, was introduced. Next, the 

numerical model used along with boundary conditions were presented. Finally, we discussed 

the statistics approach used herein as well as how errors were calculated. In the next chapter, 

we present the verification and validation process of the DDES model with roughness 

implemented. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL APPROACH  

In this chapter, the roughness model implementation performed into SU2 code is verified and 

validated using RANS and DDES simulations to estimate aerodynamic parameters of flows 

over multiple study cases. The extension of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model (presented 

in 2.2.3) to consider roughness effects is used in our simulations. In sub-section 3.1, smooth 

and rough RANS simulations are verified and validated using a flat plate, a NACA 0012 airfoil, 

and a model 5-6 airfoil. Next, verification and validation of massive-separated-flow DDES 

simulations with the SLA-SGS model proposed by (Shur et al., 2015) combined with the low-

dissipation scheme HR-SLAU2 is presented in subsection 3.2. 

 

In order to facilitate the identification of the model active during the simulations throughout 

this document, the following nomenclature is used: SU2-RANSsmooth is used when RANS 

simulations are performed with roughness deactivated, while SU2-RANSrough is used when 

roughness is activated. SU2-RANS is used for the general case in which both cases are treated. 

Similarly, SU2-DDESsmooth is used when roughness is deactivated, whereas SU2-DDESrough is 

used when roughness is activated. SU2-DDES is used when both cases are treated. Finally, 

SU2rough is used for the code in general without considering the active model.  

 

3.1 Smooth/Rough RANS 

3.1.1 Smooth/Rough Flat plate 

The schemes of the flat plate study cases are illustrated in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. In Figure 

3-1, a smooth flat plate is shown, whereas in Figure 3-2, a rough flat plate is illustrated. The 

flow enters the inlet with total pressure and temperature imposed, and it exits the outlet with 

static pressure imposed. For the verification of SU2-RANSsmooth  estimations, results obtained 

from (Rumsey et al., 2018) are used as reference. In this way, flow parameters are defined as 
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0.2Ma = , 6Re 5 10= ×  based on a length of 1 m, 300T K= , and the heat flux is set to zero at 

the wall. Similarly, for the verification and validation of SU2-RANSrough estimations, numerical 

results are taken from (Knopp et al., 2009), and experimental results from (Blanchard, 1977). 

Hence, flow parameters are defined as 0.131Ma =  ( 45υ =  m/s), 6Re 3 10= ×  based on length 

of 1 m, free stream temperature is 293 K, total temperature is 294 K, total pressure is 102971 

Pa, static pressure is 101744 Pa, and the heat flux is set to zero at the wall. For the roughness, 

(Blanchard, 1977) proposed an equivalent sand-grain roughness ( sk ) of 0.85 mm, which was 

obtained based on the average height of the sand-grain paper employed, 0.425mm. 

 

The grid used is the finest grid (545 x 385) among the ones provided by (Rumsey et al., 2018), 

in which a minimum spacing at the wall of 75 10y −= × m is achieved. An average 

nondimensional wall distance ( y + ) of 0.1 and 0.045 are reached for the smooth and rough flat 

plate, respectively. 

 

  
Figure 3-1 Scheme of the smooth flat plate Figure 3-2 Scheme of the rough flat plate 

 

Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 present SU2-RANS estimations of the friction coefficient distribution 

( fC ) along smooth and rough flat plates, respectively. In Figure 3-3, SU2-RANSsmooth  

estimations are compared to results from (Rumsey et al., 2018), in which CFL3D and FUN3D 

RANS codes are used with the SA turbulence model. As seen, the three codes estimated very 

similar results. In Figure 3-4, SU2-RANSrough estimations are compared to Blanchard’s 

experimental data (Blanchard, 1977) for validation, and to Knopp’s numerical results (Knopp 

et al., 2009) for verification. For validation, percent errors are obtained using the general 
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equation 2.53. Thus, the percent error of the friction coefficient becomes

_( ) _( )

max min

100f reference f estimated
f

f f

C C
C

C C
δ

 −
 = ⋅
 − 

, where max min 0.0701f f fC C CΔ = − = .  

 

As shown in Figure 3-4, SU2-RANSrough estimations slightly underestimates the friction 

coefficient, as compared to estimations presented by (Knopp et al., 2009). Nevertheless, when 

comparing numerical estimations with experimental results, (Knopp et al., 2009) estimations 

reach the largest error of 1.23% against 1.13% of SU2-RANSrough. As our results were obtained 

neither using the same grid nor with the Edward modification version of SA (Edwards & 

Chandra, 1996), a small difference was expected. 

 

  
Figure 3-3 Flat plate friction coefficient 

curve (smooth surface) 
Figure 3-4 Flat plate friction coefficient 

curve (rough surface) 
 

 

3.1.2 Smooth/Rough NACA 0012 

In this study case, SU2-RANS estimations of lift coefficient and velocity profiles inside the 

boundary layer are evaluated and compared to numerical (Jespersen et al., 2016; Langel et al., 
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2017; Mendez et al., 2015) and experimental (Gregory & O'Reilly, 1970; Kerho & Bragg, 

1997; Ladson, 1988) results. 

 

For the smooth NACA 0012 airfoil, the lift coefficient is estimated using SU2-RANSsmooth, and 

results are compared to estimations of two different codes, CFL3D and OVERFLOW, obtained 

from (Jespersen et al., 2016). The validation is performed using experimental results from 

(Gregory & O'Reilly, 1970; Ladson, 1988). In this way, the parameters are kept as they were 

used in (Jespersen et al., 2016), 0.15Ma = , 6Re 6 10= ×  and 300T K= . 

 

Five grids (“C-grid” type) ranging from the coarsest (113×33) to the finest (1793×513) were 

evaluated for these simulations. The finest grid counts 1025 points on the airfoil surface while 

the coarsest grid counts 65. As the two finest grids (1793×513 and 897×257) presented similar 

results, the 897×257 grid was chosen as a matter of faster processing time. The farfield 

boundary condition is located 500c away from the airfoil in order to minimize the issues 

associated with the boundaries. The minimum space from the wall to the grid is 78.14 10y −= ×

m, and the average y + around the airfoil is 0.2. 

 

For the rough NACA 0012 airfoil, two separated evaluations are performed, as done by  

(Mendez et al., 2015). First, SU2-RANSrough estimations of lift coefficient are compared to 

numerical results produced by the WMB code used by (Mendez et al., 2015), and to 

experimental data from (Abbott et al., 1945). Mendez uses RANS simulations with two 

different models to take roughness into account, the extension of the k-ω-SST turbulence 

model (Hellsten & Laine, 1998) and the k-ω turbulence model (Knopp et al., 2009). For the 

experimental data, (Abbott et al., 1945) use a 24-inch-chord airfoil with 0.011-inch 

carborundum grains applied on the first 0.08c of the leading edge of the airfoil (Abbott et al., 

1945). In our simulations, we use 6Re 6 10= × , 0.15Ma = , and 4/ 6 10sk c −= ×  as in (Mendez et 

al., 2015). Next, for the evaluation of the velocity profiles inside the boundary layer, the 

experimental results obtained from (Kerho & Bragg, 1997), and the numerical estimations 

produced by (Langel et al., 2017) are used for comparisons. In the experiments, the 
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measurements were performed using a NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord of 0.5334 m, and a 

span of 0.8573 m. Strips tapes of 12.7×101.6 mm (0.5×4 in) were used to simulate roughness. 

The tapes were 0.35 mm high and the roughness element’s center-to-center distance was 1.3 

mm. The roughness was spread between 0.00612  / 0.0150/ oc r x sx ==  and 

0.0258  / .388/ 0o sc r xx == , which results in a length of 12.7 mm (1/2 in), as illustrated in the 

scheme of Figure 3-5. For the numerical estimations of (Langel et al., 2017), a modified version 

of the Langtry-Menter Re tθγ −  transition model to account for roughness was used. The model 

was implemented into OVERFLOW-2.2k, and a 4/ 6.56 10sk c −= ×  was chosen for their 

simulations. 

 

 
Figure 3-5 Scheme of the study case used by (Kerho & Bragg, 1997) 

 

Our numerical simulations are conducted at a Reynolds number of 1.25×106, as used by 

(Mendez et al., 2015) and (Langel et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 3-6, the computational 

domain is the same as the one presented for the smooth NACA 0012. The heat flux is set to 

zero at the wall, and the farfield boundary is located 500c away from the airfoil. Roughness is 

considered along the whole airfoil. 

 

The grid used has 897×257 grid points, the closest point to the wall is 78.14 10y −= ×  m, and 

the maximum y +  is 0.105. The equivalent sand-grain roughness height was calculated making 

use of Dirling’s correlations (equations 2.9 and 2.10), in which the parameter ( / )p sA A  was 

assumed to be 0.5, which resulted in a 4/ 6.94 10sk c −= × .  
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Figure 3-6 Scheme of the rough NACA 0012 

 

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 present the velocity streamlines of flows over smooth and rough 

NACA0012 airfoils at an angle of attack of 12 degrees. Both figures present the streamlines 

colored by the streamwise velocity, and the range of the legends are based on the maximum 

and minimum values of the smooth case. The smooth airfoil reaches a maximum streamwise 

velocity of 112.3 m/s, and a minimum value of -43.7 m/s. Whereas, the rough case presents 

reduced velocities of 100.8 and -35.7 m/s due to roughness effects. Maximum and minimum 

velocities are reached at leading edge of the airfoils. The minimum velocities are reached near 

the stagnation point, where the flow must contour the lower part of the airfoil to reach the upper 

region. When the upper region of the airfoil is finally reached, the maximum velocities are 

achieved.  
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When comparing both figures, the first noticeable difference caused by roughness effects is 

the thickening of the boundary layer, which results in trailing-edge separation and flow 

recirculation, as seen in Figure 3-8. These effects caused by roughness were also pointed out 

by (Bragg et al., 2005; Lynch & Khodadoust, 2001). In addition, (Bragg et al., 2005) highlights 

that these effects are manifested through modified skin friction and pressure distribution into 

performance degradation.  

 

 
Figure 3-7 Velocity streamlines of flow over smooth NACA0012 airfoil at AoA=12º 

 
 

 
Figure 3-8 Velocity streamlines of flow over rough NACA0012 airfoil at AoA=12º 

 

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 present the variation of the lift coefficient as the AoA of the airfoil 

is increased. Numerical and experimental results of lift coefficient over the smooth NACA 

0012 are presented in Figure 3-9. As shown, SU2-RANSsmooth, CFL3D and OVERFLOW 

almost perfectly match, and the maximum discrepancies between the results are inferior to 1%. 

When compared to experimental results, the maximum error is 2%, obtained with 

OVERFLOW at an angle of attack of 15 degrees, and the minimum error is 1.18%, achieved 
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by CFL3D. SU2-RANSsmooth presents a good estimation of the maximum lift coefficient, 

(max) 1.66lC = , at 17 degrees, against (max) 1.64lC =  in the experimental data, which results in a 

error of 1.2% . Figure 3-10 presents SU2-RANSrough estimations of lift coefficient over the 

rough NACA 0012.  As seen, SU2-RANSrough estimations are globally closer to experimental 

data than Mendez’s estimations using the WMB code. When estimating the maxlC , SU2-

RANSrough and WMB reach the same error of 7%, as compared to experiments. 

 

  

Figure 3-9 lC  for smooth-surface NACA0012 

with 0.15Ma = , 6Re 6 10= × , and 300T K=  

Figure 3-10 lC  for rough-surface NACA0012 

with 0.15Ma = , 6Re 6 10= × , 288.15T K= , 
and 4/ 6 10sk c −= ×  

 

Figure 3-11-a to Figure 3-11-e depict the profiles of the nondimensional velocities ( /υ υ∞ ) 

over the rough NACA 0012 at an AoA of zero degrees. Each figure represents a cut in the 

normal direction on the upper surface of the airfoil. Thus, the velocity profiles, which is 

perpendicular to the wall, is measured from point 0 (at the wall) up to 37 10−× m in the normal 

direction. In the first region of the airfoil (Figure 3-11a), SU2-RANSrough estimations achieved 

better agreement with experimental results than the numerical reference. At / 0.05x c = , SU2-

RANSrough, and the numerical reference agrees on estimations for values obtained at a distance 

superior to 3/ 1.3 10y c −= ×  from the airfoil. In the region below this distance, SU2-RANSrough 

performed better with a maximum error of 10.6% for velocity estimations, against an error of 
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15.7% of the numerical reference, when considering the same distance /y c  of 49.2 10−× . At 

/ 0.075x c = , SU2-RANSrough and the numerical reference achieved reduced errors globally, as 

shown in Figure 3-11b. SU2-RANSrough results of nondimensional velocities are slightly 

underestimated with a maximum error of 5.5% at 3/ 1.4 10y c −= × , whereas the numerical 

reference’s results are overestimated with a maximum error of 6.6% at the same /y c . For the 

next cuts, the numerical reference estimations are slightly better than SU2-RANSrough’s, as 

shown in Figure 3-11c to Figure 3-11e. Nevertheless, the maximum difference between SU2 

and the numerical reference along these cuts is inferior to 11%. This underestimation is 

probably caused by the fast thickening of the boundary layer due to the roughness effects. 

 

     

a) Velocity with cut at 

/ 0.05x c =  
b) Velocity cut at

/ 0.075x c =  
c) Velocity with cut at 

/ 0.10x c =  
d) Velocity with cut at

/ 0.30x c =  
e) Velocity with cut at 

/ 0.50x c =  
Figure 3-11 Nondimensional velocity profiles (NACA 0012 Rough surface) 

 

Considering the uncertainties involved in a transitional roughness regime, and the fact that the 

model implemented is not a transition model, SU2-RANSrough predictions are satisfactory when 

compared to Kerho’s experimental data (Kerho & Bragg, 1997) and with numerical results 
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from (Langel et al., 2017). Therefore, these results show that SU2 roughness implementation 

behaves as expected, and that the code is applicable for the estimation of lift coefficient and 

velocity profiles over airfoils with rough surfaces. 

 

3.1.3 Smooth iced model 5-6 (validation)/Rough iced model 5-6 (verification only) 

In this study case, the flows over smooth and rough iced model 5-6 airfoils are evaluated with 

SU2-RANS. Experimental and numerical results are obtained from the final report 

(GARTEUR, 2003) of the GARTEUR Action Group. The airfoil studied represents an outer 

wing section of a transport aircraft. Figure 3-12 illustrates a typical glaze ice formation, in 

which the smooth ice is zoomed in on the left side, and the rough ice is zoomed in on the right 

side. The main airfoil model characteristics are chord of 1c =  m, thickness of / 10.6%t c = , 

and span width of 0.4 m. The farfield boundary surface is a circle of diameter 44.39c defined 

in an unstructured grid with 2,329,960 cells and 1,781,409 points, as illustrated in Figure 3-13. 

The aerodynamic parameters are 0.2Ma =  and 6Re 3 10= × . The flow is periodic along the 

spanwise direction (y-axis). 

 

 

Figure 3-12 Outer wing section of a transport aircraft model 5-6 depicted in black (C case 
in the AG 32 report) with ice accretion highlighted in blue (C1 case in the AG32 Final 

report (GARTEUR, 2003)). 
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Figure 3-13 Mesh around iced model 5-6 airfoil and farfiel BC illustration 
 

The numerical results taken from GARTEUR’s final report are computed by the DLR-TAU 

code. The computations were obtained using RANS with the SA turbulence model fully 

turbulent. The main characteristics of the DLR-TAU computations performed within this 

project is a finite volume scheme with temporal gradients discretized using a multistep Runge-

Kutta scheme, a calculation of the inviscid fluxes performed using an AUSM or a Roe type 

2nd-order upwind scheme, and gradients of the flow variables determined by employing a 

Green- Gauss formula (Dezitter et al., 2009; GARTEUR, 2003). 

 

In our study, two different simulations are performed; one with roughness deactivated (SU2-

RANSsmooth), and the other with roughness activated (SU2-RANSrough), in which an equivalent 

sand-grain roughness height of 0.6 mm is considered in the SA turbulence model (2.2.3). 

Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-15 present the velocity streamlines of the flow over smooth and rough 

iced model 5-6 airfoils at an angle of attack of 8 degrees. The velocity streamlines are colored 

by the streamwise velocity (velocity in x). The color legend is the same in both airfoils, with a 

maximum streamwise velocity of 102.5 m/s and maximum reverse velocity of 47.5 m/s. As 

shown, no significant difference is visually noticed between the estimations. A maximum 

streamwise velocity of 112.5 m/s is reached in both cases, and a reverse flow of -47.5 m/s is 
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seen in the separation region. The similarity in results might be caused either by the 

inefficiency of RANS to capture physics of massive-detached flows or by stronger effects of 

the horn ice as compared to roughness. Further investigations will be performed using SU2-

DDES in section 4.1.2. As shown, trailing-edge flow separation occurs on the iced model 5-6 

airfoil, which, differently of the NACA0012 study case, is mainly attributed to the horn ice 

effects in this case. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 SU2-RANSsmooth estimations of the streamwise velocity represented by 
streamlines of the flow over the smooth-iced airfoil at AoA=8 degrees 

 

 

Figure 3-15 SU2-RANSrough estimations of the streamwise velocity represented by 
streamlines of the flow over the smooth-iced airfoil at AoA=8 degrees 

 

Figure 3-16 presents lift, drag and moment curves. As shown in the first graph, the maxlC  is 

under predicted by SU2-RANS and DLR-TAU in comparison to the measurements. DLR-TAU 

code presents a maxlC 17% inferior as compared to experiments, whereas SU2-RANS estimation 
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presents and error of 8%. At an AoA of 8 degrees, DLR-TAU achieves an error of 18.7% in 

comparison to measurements, whereas SU2-RANS reaches 6.82%. 

 

For dC , at AoA lower than or equal to 0°, DLR-TAU and SU2-RANSsmooth underestimate values 

up to 60%. This error is reduced to 6.7% with SU2-RANSrough. With increasing AoA (greater 

than zero, up to 7.5 degrees), SU2-RANS presents better results than DLR-TAU. At 5 degrees, 

DLR-TAU achieves an error of 14%; SU2-RANSsmooth reaches 8.3%; and SU2-RANSrough 

reduces the error to 0.2%, as compared to experiments. However, for the last two AoA assessed 

(8 and 9 degrees), DLR-TAU estimations are slightly better than SU2-RANS’s. At 8 degrees, 

DLR-TAU estimation achieves an error of 4.1%, while SU2-RANSsmooth achieves 7.6%. When 

roughness is activated, this value drops to 4.9%. 

 

The recirculation region created behind the ice horn alters the flowfield structure causing a 

drop in the suction peak, pressure rises at the rear part of the airfoil, and accordingly, a more 

nose-heavy pitching moment is generated. The pitching moment curve shows a great 

discrepancy between measurement and calculations at a negative AoA of 6°, as seen in Figure 

3-16. DLR-TAU and SU2-RANSsmooth present an error of around 82%, while SU2-RANSrough 

reduces this error to 35%. At the next two AoA, the estimations agree well with measurements. 

However, as the AoA increases, the gradient of the calculated pitching curve becomes higher 

than the measured one. Like the experiments, all calculations estimate a maximum pitching 

moment at an AoA of 7 degrees. At 8 degrees, DLR-TAU and SU2-RANS estimations agree 

presenting an error of around 23% as compared to experiments. 
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Figure 3-16 Drag, lift and Moment curves. Comparisons between SU2 results, DLR-TAU, 
elsA and experiments 

 

 

3.1.4 Reynolds number and sk  sensitivity study 

Wind-tunnel tests to evaluate ice formation are usually performed using scaled-down airfoils, 

which poses a concern on whether the results produced would apply to full scale flight 

conditions. Another concern is the computational cost of CFD simulations, which is increased 

at higher Reynolds numbers due to wider range of eddy sizes to be solved as well as finer grids 

requirements (Patel, 1998). Therefore, lower Re simulations are desired for industrial 
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applications. In this way, a Reynolds number sensitivity analysis would be helpful to shed light 

on these concerns. 

 

Moreover, the process of in-flight ice formation might result in different roughness heights. As 

seen in the literature, the maximum lift coefficient, (max)lC , is usually reduced as the roughness 

height and density are increased (Brumby, 1979; Jackson, 1999). Thus, an evaluation of the 

effects of different roughness heights would help to quantify the aircraft performance 

degradation based on the deterioration of the (max)lC . 

 

Therefore, this section has a two-fold objective. First, a study on the sensitivity of Reynolds 

numbers of flows over rough surfaces is performed. Second, the decrease of maximum lift 

coefficient of rough airfoils, (max)lC , caused by different equivalent roughness heights, sk , is 

investigated. For the NACA 0012 airfoil, Reynolds number sensitivity analysis is performed 

keeping the equivalent sand-grain height fixed at 4/ 6 10sk c −= × , while for the model 5-6 this 

value is 4/ 10 10sk c −= × . Results for the NACA 0012 airfoil are first presented, followed by 

results for the 5-6 model.  

 

 

3.1.4.1 NACA 0012 

Figure 3-17 presents estimations of the lift coefficient, lC , in function of the AoA for different 

Reynolds numbers using the NACA 0012 airfoil. The AoA is varied from 11 to 15 degrees, 

and the Reynolds number is varied from 61 10×  to 618 10×  with increments of 63 10× .  Table 

2 gathers information obtained from Figure 3-17 as well as the (max)lC  reduction calculation for 

each Reynolds number selected. The reductions are calculated based on the first Re chosen, 

6Re 1 10= × , herein called baseline Re. Hence, 
6

6

(max) _ Re (max) _ Re 1 10

(max) _ Re 1 10

( )l l

l

C C

C
= ×

= ×

−
, where (max) _ RelC  is 

the maximum lift coefficient estimated using a 4/ 6 10sk c −= ×  at a selected Reynolds number, 
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and 6(max) _ Re 1 10lC
= ×

is maximum lift coefficient with the baseline Re, 6Re 1 10= × . As a matter of 

space, 
6

6

(max) _ Re (max) _ Re 1 10

(max) _ Re 1 10

( )l l

l

C C

C
= ×

= ×

−
 will be represented as 6(max) Re (max) _ Re 1 10

/l lC C
= ×

Δ  in the graphs. 

 

As shown, (max)lC suffers a decrease of 0.082 units (reduction of 6.7%) as the Reynolds number 

is increased from 6Re 1 10= ×  to 6Re 3 10= × . In the next increments, the reduction achieves 9.5 

% at 6Re 6 10= × , then, 10% at 6Re 9 10= × . From this point on, a plateau is achieved and no 

significant reduction in (max)lC  is achieved, as shown in Figure 3-18. This diminished evolution 

on the (max)lC degradation as Reynolds is increased can also be seen in the experimental results 

of (Valarezo et al., 1993).  

 

  

Figure 3-17 Influence of Re on lC  using the 
NACA 0012 airfoil 

Figure 3-18 (max)lC  reduction due to variation 
in the Re using the NACA 0012 airfoil 
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Table 2 Maximum lift reduction caused by Reynolds number variation for the NACA 0012 
airfoil 

(max)lC  Re 6

6

(max) _ Re (max) _ Re 1 10

(max) _ Re 1 10

( )l l

l

C C

C
= ×

= ×

−
 

 
Reduction (%) 1.232 1.0E+06 

1.150 3.0E+06 -0.067 -6.7 
1.115 6.0E+06 -0.095 -9.5 
1.104 9.0E+06 -0.103 -10.3 
1.101 1.2E+07 -0.106 -10.6 
1.101 1.5E+07 -0.107 -10.7 
1.101 1.8E+07 -0.107 -10.7 

 

In order to analyze the decrease in (max)lC  caused by roughness, a range of equivalent sand-

grain roughness heights, sk , was evaluated and gathered in Figure 3-19, Figure 3-20 and Table 

3. Hence, in Figure 3-19 the x-axis represents the variation of the angle of attack of the airfoil, 

while the y-axis represents the lift coefficient. Each curve is a representation of the behavior 

of lC  for a specific equivalent sand-grain roughness height. The reductions are calculated 

based on the maximum lift coefficient of the smooth airfoil. Hence, (max) _ (max)

(max) _

( )l smooth l

l smooth

C C
C

−
, 

which will be represented as (max) (max) _/
sl k l smoothC CΔ  in the graphs. 

 

As shown, for the first equivalent sand-grain roughness heights chosen, 7/ 1 10sk c −= × , 

6/ 1 10sk c −= ×  and 5/ 1 10sk c −= × , no significant decrease of (max)lC  is noted, as compared to 

the smooth case. The roughness Reynolds number for these sk  are within the aerodynamically 

smooth regime, Re 5k < . On the other hand, among the points chosen for the simulations over 

the NACA 0012, the effects produced by roughness become significant from 4/ 1 10sk c −= × , 

which marks the beginning of the in the transitional roughness Re regime (5.0 Re 70.0k< < ), 

in which, according to Kays and Crawford (1993), the effects of roughness become to be 

noticeable on the flow. Thus, from 4/ 1 10sk c −= × , (max)lC  decreases rapidly, as illustrated in 

Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20. However, as 4/ 9 10sk c −= ×  is achieved, the changes in the 
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reduction of (max)lC  begins to decrease, as illustrated by the gentler slope of the curve shown in 

Figure 3-20. Therefore, even for the increased sk  used ( 4/ 16 10sk c −= × , 4/ 20 10sk c −= ×  and 

4/ 25 10sk c −= × ), the changes in reduction were mild. 

 

It is also worth discussing at which AoA the maximum lift coefficient occurs. As presented in 

Table 3, the AoA of the (max)lC  is the same as that of the smooth case for 7/ 1 10sk c −= × , 

6/ 1 10sk c −= ×  and 5/ 1 10sk c −= × . Then, from 4/ 1 10sk c −= ×  even mild increments suffice to 

drop the AoA of the (max)lC . Hence, at 4/ 1 10sk c −= × , the AoA of the (max)lC  is 16 degrees; at 

4/ 3 10sk c −= × , the AoA drops to 14 degrees; and at 4/ 7 10sk c −= ×  it becomes 12 degrees. 

When further increased, the maximum reduction on the AoA achieved is 11 degrees. 

 

  

Figure 3-19 Influence of sk  on lC  using the 
NACA 0012 airfoil 

Figure 3-20 (max)lC  reduction due to 
variation in the sk  using the NACA 0012 

airfoil 
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Table 3 Maximum lift reduction caused by the equivalent sand-grain roughness heights 
variation for the NACA 0012 airfoil 

 
(max)lC  AoA 

sk  (max) _ (max)

(max) _

( )l smooth l

l smooth

C C
C

−
 Reduction (%) 

smooth 1.66 17 

rough 

1.66 17 1.0E-07 0.000 0.0 
1.66 17 1.0E-06 0.001 0.1 
1.65 17 1.0E-05 0.008 0.8 
1.47 16 1.0E-04 0.114 11.4 
1.23 14 3.0E-04 0.256 25.6 
1.15 13 5.0E-04 0.307 30.7 
1.09 12 7.0E-04 0.344 34.4 
1.06 12 9.0E-04 0.362 36.2 
1.03 12 1.1E-03 0.378 37.8 
0.98 12 1.6E-03 0.411 41.1 
0.95 11 2.0E-03 0.428 42.8 
0.93 11 2.5E-03 0.442 44.2 

 

 

3.1.4.2 Model 5-6 airfoil 

Similar to the previous study case, estimations of the lift coefficient, lC , in function of the 

AoA for different Reynolds numbers are presented in Figure 3-21. The AoA of the model 5-6 

is varied from 10 to 17 degrees, and the Reynolds number from 61 10×  to 618 10×  with 

increments of 63 10× . Calculations were done as the ones in the previous study case, and 

results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 3-22. 
 

As shown in Figure 3-21, a reduction in (max)lC  of 5% is reached when the Reynolds number is 

increased from 61 10×  to 63 10× . Then, at 66 10× , a reduction of 6.2% is obtained as compared 

to the baseline 6Re 1 10= × . The difference between the 6Re 3 10= ×  and 6Re 6 10= ×  is 1.2%, 

and from 6Re 6 10= ×  to 6Re 18 10= × , no significant reduction is noticed, as shown in Table 4. 

The same behaviour is seen in the plateau region of Figure 3-22 . 
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Figure 3-21 Influence of Re on lC  using 
the model 5-6 airfoil 

Figure 3-22 (max)lC  reduction due to variation 
in the Re using the model 5-6 airfoil 

 

Table 4 Maximum lift reduction caused by Reynolds number variation for the model 5-6 
airfoil 

(max)lC  Re 6

6

(max) _ Re (max) _ Re 1 10

(max) _ Re 1 10

( )l l

l

C C

C
= ×

= ×

−
 

 
Reduction (%) 1.463 1.0E+06 

1.390 3.0E+06 -0.050 -5.0 
1.372 6.0E+06 -0.062 -6.2 
1.367 9.0E+06 -0.065 -6.5 
1.366 1.2E+07 -0.066 -6.6 
1.366 1.5E+07 -0.066 -6.6 
1.367 1.8E+07 -0.066 -6.6 

 

The decrease caused by roughness on the maximum lift coefficient, (max)lC , of the airfoil was 

studied over a range of different sk . Results are compiled in Figure 3-23, Figure 3-24 and Table 

5. In Figure 3-23, the x-axis represents the variation of the AoA of the airfoil, and the y-axis 

represents the lift coefficient for each AoA. Figure 3-24 illustrated the reduction of the 

maximum lift coefficient as well as the roughness Reynolds number for each sk  used. The same 

information is presented in more details in Table 5. 
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As shown in Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24, the behavior of the rough 5-6 is very similar to that 

of the rough NACA 0012. Thus, (max)lC suffers no significant influence for small sk , and, for 

sufficiently large sk , mild changes in the reduction of (max)lC  is noticed. On the other hand, for 

intermediate heights of sk  (from 4/ 2 10sk c −= ×  to 4/ 16 10sk c −= × ), the effect of roughness is 

elevated, and a significant loss in ( m a x )lC  is seen. This behaviour is also illustrated in Figure 

3-24, in which the steeper slope of the curve represents the highest influence of roughness.  

 

As seen in Table 5, the AoA of the maximum lift coefficient for 6/ 2 10sk c −= ×  and 

5/ 2 10sk c −= ×  is the same as that of the smooth airfoil, 17 degrees. Then, for  4/ 2 10sk c −= × , 

4/ 6 10sk c −= ×  and 4/ 8 10sk c −= × , a unitary reduction is achieved in each change, 16, 15 and 

14 degrees, respectively. From this point on, mild variations in the AoA are seen, and the 

smallest value reached is 12 degrees for 4/ 40 10sk c −= × . 

 

  

Figure 3-23 Influence of sk  on lC  using 
the model 5-6 airfoil 

Figure 3-24 (max)lC  reduction due to variation 
in the sk  using the model 5-6 airfoil 
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Table 5 Maximum lift reduction caused by the equivalent sand-grain roughness heights 
variation for the model 5-6 airfoil 

 
(max)lC  AoA 

sk  (max) _ (max)

(max) _

( )l smooth l

l smooth

C C
C

−
 Reduction (%) smooth 1.83 17 

rough 

1.83 17 2.0E-06 0.001 0.1 
1.82 17 2.0E-05 0.006 0.6 
1.69 16 2.0E-04 0.074 7.4 
1.57 15 4.0E-04 0.143 14.3 
1.49 14 6.0E-04 0.187 18.7 
1.43 14 8.0E-04 0.218 21.8 
1.39 13 1.0E-03 0.240 24.0 
1.36 13 1.2E-03 0.255 25.5 
1.32 13 1.6E-03 0.278 27.8 
1.29 13 2.0E-03 0.296 29.6 
1.25 13 2.5E-03 0.316 31.6 
1.23 12 3.0E-03 0.328 32.8 
1.20 12 4.0E-03 0.344 34.4 

 

Results show that, for the two airfoils considered, moderate reduction of maximum lift 

coefficient is noticed at Reynolds numbers greater than 66 10× . This value is in accordance 

with the observations of (Lynch & Khodadoust, 2001), in which it is shown that Re values 

much below 65 6 10×  are most likely not meaningful or useful for higher Re applications. 

Therefore, higher-Reynolds-number simulations could be performed at reduced Reynolds 

numbers ( 6Re 6 10≥ × ) when estimating lift coefficient curves. 

 

As for the equivalent sand-grain roughness heights investigated, results suggest that variation 

of sufficiently small heights has no significant influence on the maximum lift coefficient 

degradation. Moreover, when roughness is continuously increased, a saturation point seems to 

be approached, in which the variation of the maximum lift coefficient degradation is reduced. 

On the other hand, in-between values of sk  produce the maximum variation of the (max)lC  during 

the increments. 
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3.2 Smooth DDES 

The flow over a backward facing step was studied experimentally by (Driver & Seegmiller, 

1985), and their results have become reference for turbulence models verification and 

validation. In the experiment, the reference Mach number was set to 0.128, a freestream 

velocity of 44.2 m/s, and the Reynolds number was set to 36000 based on the length of the step 

of 1.27h = cm. Some numerical results such as RANS (Jespersen et al., 2016), DES (Dietiker 

& Hoffmann, 2009), DDES (Molina et al., 2017), which were done based on Driver & 

Seegmiller’s experiment, have also been chosen for this study. Figure 3-25 shows the geometry 

of the problem. The flow enters at the inlet face with total pressure and temperature set at (

1293.26 total PaP = ) and ( 299.31 total KT = ), respectively, and it exits from the outlet face with 

static pressure 1278.53 PaP = . Low values of pressure were achieved so that the fixed 

parameters, Re 36000= and 0.128Ma =  could be kept for 1h = m. On top and bottom, 

adiabatic viscous walls confine the flow, and periodic boundary conditions are imposed on 

spanwise plans. The length of 130h is used upstream of the step, and a boundary layer thickness 

of 1.5h is achieved at / 4x h = − .  At / 0x h = , the flow detaches from the wall, and a 

recirculation region is formed. A shear layer exists between the recirculation region and the 

main flow. Contrary to the original experiment (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985), in which an 

Aspect Ration (AR) of 12 is used, a study is performed in our work to assess the spanwise 

length effect on results. Thus, three AR ( /z h ) are evaluated, 2, 4 and 6. Symmetric boundary 

conditions are used for the spanwise plans in this evaluation. 
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Figure 3-25 Backward facing step geometry (out of scale to show the main dimensions) 

 

 

3.2.1 Spanwise length effect on results 

DDES is a three-dimensional computational methodology, in which a minimum length in the 

spanwise direction is required to capture the biggest 3D structure in the flow (Lorenzo et al., 

2011). According to Pan and Loth (2005), in order to capture the separation characteristics, 

this length should be related to the physical separation bubble size. The authors proposed a 

relation for an iced airfoil in which the spanwise length was twice the height of the separation 

bubble. In our study, the step size is one, therefore, we assume that the height of the separation 

bubble is also around 1, which would result in a minimum spanwise length of / 2z h = .  Thus, 

we started the investigation using the spanwise length of / 2z h = . Then, we increased it to 

/ 4z h = , and, finally to / 6z h= . 

 

The computation grid used is based on one of the 2D grid available on NASA’s turbulence 

modeling resource webpage (Rumsey et al., 2018). The original mesh, a four-zone mesh of 

20,540 nodes, was extruded 20, 40, and 60 nodes in the z direction for / 2z h = , / 4z h = , and 
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/ 6z h= , respectively, which resulted in 3D cases with 410,800, 821,600, and 1,238,117 points 

with a fixed spanwise mesh spacing of / 0.1z hΔ = . For the calculation, a second order dual 

time stepping approach is used, with 10 inner iterations. The same time step, 0.0204 /t h υ∞Δ =  

with  = 44.3m/sMa RTυ γ∞ = , was used for the three meshes. Simulations are run for 1958 

CTU (Convective Time Unit), with /CTU h υ∞= , and the time-averaging is performed using 

the last 938 CTU. 

 

According to Holmén (2012), research in the area of vortex identification has been of interest 

since the discovery of vortical structures in turbulence. Among the available methods, a 

commonly used approach based on the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor is the 

Q-criterion, which is used in all DDES results of this thesis. This method identifies as vortices 

those regions where vorticity magnitude is larger than the strain-rate magnitude with the 

following expression: 

 

 ( )2 21
2

Q = −Ω S  (2.56) 

 

where Ω  is the antisymmetric part known as the vorticity tensor, and S is symmetric part 

known as the rate of strain. Values of 0Q >  represent the existence of a vortex. 

 

Figure 3-26 presents the instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 500Q =  s-2) colored by the 

velocity for channels with span width of / 2z h = , / 4z h =  and / 6z h= . Once the step is 

reached, the flow is seen to begin rolling up forming two-dimensional structures, which are 

broken down by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities into random three-dimensional structures. No 

significant change is seeing among the structures of the different channels.  
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Figure 3-26 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 500Q = s-2) colored by the velocity 
for channels with span width of / 2z h = , / 4z h =  and / 6z h=  

 

Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28 present the mean wall pressure coefficient and friction coefficient 

distribution along the lower wall of the channels with span width of / 2z h = , / 4z h =  and 

/ 6z h= . Temporal statistics are calculated using the last 938 CTU, and space averaging is 

performed using all points along the spanwise direction. For the evaluation of the discrepancies 

among the different channels, the channel with the widest span width ( / 6z h= ) is taken as 

reference. Thus, the difference among estimations of pC  is _( ) _( )p reference p comparedC C− , where 

_( )p referenceC  is the pC  of the channel with width / 6z h = , and _( )p comparedC  is either the pC  of 

the channel with span width of / 2z h =  or / 4z h = . Then, the general equation (2.53) for 

percent discrepancy is used, in which 0.190pCΔ = , is calculated from the difference between 

(max)pC  and (min)pC , at / 7.83x h =  and / 2.33x h = , respectively. The same approach is used to 

evaluate discrepancies of friction coefficient distribution fC , in which 0.00466fCΔ = , 

(max) 0.00340fC =  and (min) 0.00126fC = − . 
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As shown in Figure 3-27, the difference in the span width caused mild effects on pressure 

coefficient; some discrepancies near the maximum and minimum values are visible. In the 

recirculation region of the channel with span of / 2z h = , the maximum discrepancy in pC  is 

6% at / 1.5x h = , and for the channel with span of / 4z h = , this value drops to 2.3% at 

/ 3.7x h = , as compared to the widest channel ( / 6z h = ). Near the reattachment point, at 

/ 6x h = , discrepancies are 3.8% and 0.5% for spans of / 2z h =  and / 4z h = , respectively. 

From this point on discrepancies present inferior values. For the friction coefficient, the 

maximum discrepancies in the recirculation region are 5.8% at / 2.2x h =  and 4.2% at 

/ 3.2x h = , for spans of / 2z h =  and / 4z h = , respectively. At / 6.5x h = , discrepancies reach 

3.8% for the span of / 2z h = , whereas this value drops to 0.8% for the wider span ( / 4z h =

). After / 15x h  , a plateau is reached, and discrepancies fluctuate between 1.3% and 2.4% for 

both widths, as shown in Figure 3-28. The estimation of reattachment point reaches a 2.2% 

discrepancy for / 4z h = , when compared to / 6z h = ; for / 2z h = , the difference is 3%. 

 

As already mentioned, the span width of the domain should be two times the height of the 

separation bubble (Pan & Loth, 2005; Zhang et al., 2015). In our case, the step height is 1, 

which requires a spanwise size of / 2z h = . However, as shown in Figure 3-27 and Figure 

3-28, the discrepancies obtained with a span of / 4z h =  are in general lower as compared to 

the narrower channel. Therefore, in order to reduce the overall discrepancies while keeping 

acceptable computational cost, the grid with an aspect ratio of 4 was chosen for our 

simulations. 
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Figure 3-27 Effect of spanwise length on the 
pressure coefficient 

Figure 3-28 Effect of spanwise length on 
the friction coefficient 

 

 

3.2.2 Smooth surface backward facing step (validation) 

Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30 present the time-averaged streamwise nondimensional velocity (

/υ υ∞ ), taken in the middle of the channel ( / 2z h = ), on different stations. In Figure 3-29, our 

estimations are compared to Molina’s numerical results (Molina et al., 2017). As it can be seen, 

curves tend to slightly deviate as they get farther from the bottom wall. The maximum 

difference is seen on station / 4x h = − , in which our nondimensional velocity is 8.5% higher 

than Molina’s. In Figure 3-30, a comparison is made with numerical (DES model) and 

experimental data obtained from Dietiker (Dietiker & Hoffmann, 2009). When comparing 

SU2_DDESsmooth estimations of /υ υ∞  to experiments, the largest difference is found on station 

4 at / 0.193y h = , in which our nondimensional velocity is 25.6% higher than experiments. 

Numerical results of Dietiker achieved a maximum difference of 49.7% on station 6 at 

/ 0.188y h = . 
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Figure 3-29 Mean nondimensional 
streamwise velocity profiles compared to 

numerical results 

Figure 3-30 Mean nondimensional 
streamwise velocity profiles compared to 

numerical and experimental results 
 

The mean wall pressure coefficient and friction coefficient distribution along the lower wall 

are presented in Figure 3-31 and Figure 3-32, respectively. Comparisons are made using RANS 

(Jespersen et al., 2016), DES (Dietiker & Hoffmann, 2009), DDES (Molina et al., 2017) as 

well as experimental results (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985). RANS results were obtained using 

CFL3D code with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model; DES estimations were made using 

Cobalt code with Menter’s shear stress transport turbulence model; and DDES results were 

obtained using the standard SU2 (version 5.0) with the SA turbulence model. As recommended 

on NASA Langley Research Center Turbulence Modeling Resource website (Rumsey et al., 

2018), pC  and fC  were calculated based on references values such as velocity, density and 

pressure near the position / 4x h = − . Moreover, the pressure coefficient data was uniformly 

shift so that pC  is zero near / 40x h = . For the errors and discrepancies, the general equation 

2.53 is used with 0.2297pCΔ =  and 0.0014fCΔ = , obtained from maximum and minimum 

values of the experimental results.  

 

For the mean wall pressure coefficient, all models underestimated pC  before the step. As 

shown in Figure 3-31, at / 2.5x h = − , CFL3D estimation presented the maximum error, which 

is 10.8% inferior as compared to experimental results, whereas SU2-DDESsmooth estimations 
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achieved the most reduced error of 8.2%. The lowest pC  of the flow was estimated, by all 

codes, in the detached-flow region, from / 0x h =  to / 6.26x h = , where the latter is the 

reattachment point obtained from (Rumsey et al., 2018). Among the codes estimations for that 

region, SU2-DDESsmooth’s results presented the minimum error of 18.1%, against 24.8% and 

25.1% from Dietiker’s and CFL3D’s estimations, respectively. 

 

For the friction coefficient distribution before the step, all codes but Dietiker’s presented very 

similar estimations. The difference in his results may be caused by the choice of a shorter 

extension of the channel before the step. In the recirculation region, the estimation of the 

minimum fC , by CFL3D, is 16% inferior to experimental results. This error was expected due 

to the inefficiency of RANS for detached flows. As the other codes use unsteady models, the 

error was reduced to values between 9.5% and 10.6%. Although Molina’s DDES estimations 

were also obtained using SU2, our samples utilized for statistics seem to be larger, which 

resulted in somewhat different curves. Moreover, (Molina et al., 2017) chose symmetric 

boundary conditions for their simulations, while we used periodic boundary conditions. 

 

  

Figure 3-31 Mean pressure coefficient along 
the lower wall 

Figure 3-32 Mean skin friction coefficient 
along the lower wall 
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3.2.3 Smooth-surface NACA0012 (validation) 

The flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil at high Reynolds number has been extensively studied 

both experimentally (Critzos et al., 1955; Hoerner, 1965; Sheldahl & Klimas, 1981) and 

numerically, using RANS, URANS, LES, DES and DDES models. For the NACA 0012 airfoil 

with an AoA of 45 degrees, some results, especially average lift and drag coefficients, are 

available in the literature at 6Re 1.3 10= ×  for URANS, DES, and DDES (Im & Zha, 2014a), 

and at 5Re 1 10= × for experimental, DES and URANS (Shur et al., 1999). According to (Im & 

Zha, 2014a; Shur et al., 1999), Reynolds number dependence is weak in post-stall conditions 

for high Reynolds numbers ( 5Re 10> ). Thus, the Reynolds number chosen for this paper is 
6Re 1.3 10= × , 0.15Ma = , and the freestream temperature is 300 K. 

 

In this study, the 2D computational domain used in (Tagawa et al., 2018) was extruded along 

the span to a distance of 1.0c, as shown on Figure 3-33. The mesh has 429 elements in the 

streamwise direction (x axis), 129 elements in the direction normal to the airfoil (y axis), and 

100 elements in the span wise direction (z axis). The mesh spacing in z is 0.01c, similar to the 

typical magnitude of the values found in the literature, for instance the 0.03c value of (Im & 

Zha, 2014b). The heat flux is set to zero at the wall. The farfield boundary condition is located 

500c away from the airfoil in order to minimize the issues associated with the boundaries. 

Periodic boundary conditions are defined in the spanwise direction, and adiabatic solid wall on 

the airfoil. 
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Figure 3-33 Three-dimensional computation domain around the NACA 0012 airfoil 
 

The aerodynamic parameters, lC , dC  and pC , are obtained using SU2-DDESsmooth simulations 

for a stalled AoA of 45 degrees. At such AoA, the flow detaches from the airfoil resulting in a 

zone of high turbulence and recirculation, which cannot be well predicted using RANS models 

due to the unsteady nature of the flow. 

 

The time step estimation for DES-type simulations is known to be challenging. We followed 

the recommendation of (Spalart & Allmaras, 1994) of keeping a unitary CFL in the Focus 

Region (FR), which is the region close to the body where the turbulence must be well resolved 

(Philippe, 2001). The CFL number is calculated based on the local flow velocity, the local 

mesh spacing, and the time step size. The maximum velocity in the FR is 30% higher than the 

freestream velocity, and it was obtained from previous RANS simulations results. For the local 

mesh spacing, the distance between nodes considered is 0.01x cΔ = . Therefore, a physical time 

step of 0.15tΔ =  milliseconds (non-dimensional time * 0.0078t t
c

υ∞Δ = Δ = ) is obtained. 

Between each physical time step (outer iteration), 20 pseudo time steps (inner iterations) were 

used, which caused a reduction of the residuals of around 2.5 orders of magnitude.  
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Figure 3-34 represents a zoomed-in view of residuals reduction (y-axis) for five outer iterations 

(x-axis), from 6725 to 6730. Between each outer iteration, 20 inner iterations are performed. 

As shown, on the first curve of the left side, at an inner iteration of 17, the maximum reduction 

was achieved. On the other hand, the last curve on the right required the 20 inner iterations to 

achieve the maximum reduction of residuals.  

 

 
 

Figure 3-34 Residuals between physical time steps (20 pseudo time steps) 
 

 

Figure 3-35 presents the isosurfaces of the Q-criterion, 15000Q = s-2, colored by the velocity 

magnitude at 68.7 CTU. As can be seen, the flow separation occurs at the leading edge, and a 

chaotic turbulent region is formed along the whole upper surface of the airfoil. In this region, 

the flow recirculates, and the velocity is drastically reduced, which cooperates for a high 

increase in the drag force. It can also be noted that close to the airfoil there are smaller turbulent 

eddies, whereas a bit farther, larger eddies are formed. 
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Figure 3-35 Isosurfaces (Q=15000 s-2) of the Q-criterion colored by the velocity at iteration 

number 8790 
 

Figure 3-36 presents the mean pressure coefficient around the airfoil. The time-averaging 

process was performed from 46.9 CTU to 125 CTU. Results are compared to numerical and 

experimental results taken from (Shur et al., 1999). When comparing SU2-DDESsmooth results 

to experimental results, the estimation of the pressure coefficient presents an error of 4.5% at 

/ 0.1x c =  (leading edge region). A larger error, 12.3%, is obtained for the trailing edge at 

/ 0.9x c = , as shown in Table 6. The pressure predicted by SU2-DDESsmooth is flat on the top 

of the airfoil like Shur’s experimental results, but lower. However, as the experimental results 

are between the two numerical predictions, the discrepancies are similar. 

 

 

Figure 3-36 Mean pressure coefficient 
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Table 6 Pressure coefficient error when compared to experimental results 

/x c  0.106 0.306 0.492 0.699 0.900 

pC  error (%) -4.12 -8.67 -9.02 -11.9 -12.3 

 
 

SU2-DDESsmooth’s estimations of instantaneous and mean lift coefficients are presented in 

Figure 3-37. Similarly, instantaneous and mean drag coefficients are shown in Figure 3-38. In 

both figures, the mean values are represented by the green lines, while the standard deviations 

are presented in pink. Statistics were obtained using the last 1.5 seconds (78 CTU). Estimations 

are gathered in Table 7 along with results taken from (Im & Zha, 2014a). The maximum 

discrepancy encountered when comparing with DDES numerical results is 2% for lC , and 

0.05% for dC . When comparing with the experimental results, an error of 8.9% is found for 

lC , and 2.9% for dC . 

 

 
 

Figure 3-37 lC  Instantaneous and Mean values over a NACA 0012 in deep stall 
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Figure 3-38 dC  Instantaneous and Mean values over a NACA 0012 in deep stall 
 

Table 7 Lift and drag coefficients of NACA 0012 airfoil in deep stall 
 

Reference SU2 
 

 
Experiment URANS DES DDES DDES Standard deviation 

dC  1.11 1.42 1.07 1.08 1.08 0.12 

lC  1.17 1.43 1.09 1.09 1.06 0.13 
 

Error % ( dC ) 28.10 3.09 2.93 2.89 
 

 
Error % ( lC ) 22.60 7.04 6.96 8.90 

 
 

 

 

3.3 Summary 

The roughness implementation performed in SU2 code was verified and validated using RANS 

(smooth and rough surfaces) and DDES (smooth surfaces with massive flow separation) 

simulations in this chapter. For the RANS, we began our simulations with one of the simplest 

and most investigated study cases used in CFD simulations, a flat plate. In this way, friction 

coefficients along two flat plates, a smooth and rough one, were estimated using SU2-

RANSsmooth and SU2-RANSrough. Next, flows over smooth and rough NACA 0012 airfoils were 
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evaluated using SU2-RANSsmooth and SU2-RANSrough. Finally, an iced airfoil (model 5-6) was 

chosen so that the flow could be evaluated over smooth and rough ice using SU2-RANSsmooth 

and SU2-RANSrough. 

 

Errors of our estimations, as compared to experimental results, were assessed through 

confrontations with errors of numerical estimations found in the literature. SU2-RANS 

estimations of friction (flat plates) and lift (NACA 0012) coefficients were equivalent or 

superior to results obtained from the literature. The estimations of nondimensional velocities 

were improved in the first region the airfoil. However, the thickening of the boundary layer 

caused by roughness resulted in a slight underestimation of values after / 0.10x c = . For the 

iced model 5-6, SU2-RANS estimations of lift coefficient were superior to the numerical 

reference, and no significant difference was seeing between SU2-RANSsmooth and SU2-

RANSrough results. Despite the improved results of SU2-RANS, when larger regions of detached 

flow were reached after 6 degrees, SU2-RANS underestimated lC , as compared to experiments. 

This behaviour was expected due to the inefficiency of RANS models to capture the physics 

of massive flow separation. When estimating dC , although SU2-RANSsmooth estimations agreed 

with the numerical reference, a maximum error of 60% was achieved as compared to 

experimental results. However, the roughness implementation successfully reduced this error 

to 6.7%. 

 

Two additional investigations were performed with the roughness implementation in RANS, a 

study on the Reynolds number sensitivity, and the influence of equivalent sand-grain roughness 

heights on the aircraft performance degradation based on the deterioration of the (max)lC . 

Results showed that, for Re greater than 63 10× , a plateau was reached, and the reduction of 

maximum lift coefficient became stationary, which allow high-Re flows to be simulated at 

reduced Reynolds numbers. The equivalent sk heights investigation, showed that sufficiently 

small heights have the same influence on (max)lC  as the smooth surface. Moreover, although 

great reductions of (max)lC  was seen for significant sizes of sk , the continuous increase of sk  

did not result in a linear performance degradation, and the (max)lC becomes almost constant 
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when roughness is continuously increased, a saturation point seems to be approached, in which 

the variation of the maximum lift coefficient degradation is reduced. On the other hand, in-

between values of sk  produce the maximum variation of the (max)lC  during the increments. 

 

Once SU2-RANS estimations were verified and validated, we began the evaluations using the 

SU2-DDES model. As DDES is an unsteady model aimed at capturing the physics of massive-

separated-flow turbulence, a minimum length in the spanwise direction was required to capture 

this three-dimensional phenomenon. Therefore, we performed a study using backward facing 

steps with three different aspect ratios, / 2z h = , / 4z h =  and / 6z h = , which directed us 

towards the width of / 4z h = . Following, evaluations were performed using two study cases 

with massive flow separation, a smooth surface channel with a backward facing step and a 

smooth NACA 0012 airfoil in deep stall. For the first, pC , fC  and velocity profiles were 

estimated, while for the latter,  pC , lC  and dC  were obtained. For the BFS, SU2-DDESsmooth 

estimations of pC  and fC  presented reduced errors, especially in the recirculation region. 

Nondimensional velocity profiles were also well estimated. The maximum error found reached 

25.6%, against 49.7% of the reference. Similarly, for the NACA 0012 in deep stall, SU2-

DDESsmooth estimations presented small errors, as compared to experimental results. 

 

In the next chapter, we present our study of massive-separated flows over rough surfaces using 

two study cases, a rough channel with a backward facing step, and a rough iced 5-6 model 

wing. The DDES model with roughness implemented is used for the simulations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The DDES model with roughness implementation has been successfully verified and validated 

using smooth surfaces with massive flow separation. The objective of this chapter is to evaluate 

how roughness affects DDES estimations of aerodynamic parameters of massive-separated 

flows over rough surfaces. The evaluation is performed using two three-dimensional study 

cases, a rough backward facing step and a rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil. 

 

 
4.1 Rough DDES 

4.1.1 Rough backward facing step 

In this study case, we use the same parameters utilized in the smooth surface backward facing 

step (3.2.2). The only additional parameter is the roughness on the bottom wall along the whole 

channel (Figure 4-1), which is imposed by an equivalent sand grain roughness of 50 mm. sk  

is chosen so as to have the flow in the fully rough regime, Re 70.0k ≥ . Thus, for 50sk = mm, 

a roughness Reynolds number of Re 100k =  is obtained just before the step at / 4x h = − . 

Moreover, the boundary layer thickness at / 4x h = −  is 2 h , against 1 .5h  in the smooth case 

at the same location. 
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Figure 4-1 Backward facing step geometry, out of scale to show the main dimension 

 

Flow separation and reattachment are common phenomena in engineering, which have been 

investigated, experimentally and numerically, for several years. The smooth-surface backward 

facing step study case has become well-known for the investigation of the effects of these 

phenomena, with many results published (Eaton & Johnston, 1981). Concerned about the role 

played by roughness on the effects already revealed, some authors began to investigate (Essel 

& Tachie, 2015; Kim & Chung, 1995; Wu et al., 2013). They discovered that, in general, 

roughness reduces the maximum reverse flow velocity in the recirculation region, which results 

in an increased reattachment length. 

 

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 present the instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 25Q =  s-2) 

colored by the streamwise velocity over the channel with smooth and rough surfaces, 

respectively. Although the three-dimensional structures are very similar in both cases, higher 

velocities can be seen represented by the increased reddish eddies of the flow over the smooth 

surface. Roughness effects thicken the boundary layer of the flow over the rough surface, 

which results in lower velocities at the same height (distance from the wall), as compared to 

the smooth surface. This difference in velocity can also be seen by the contour plot of the time-

averaged nondimensional streamwise velocity, /υ υ∞ , presented in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6.  
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Figure 4-2 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 25Q =  s-2) colored by the streamwise 

velocity over a smooth surface 
 

 

 
Figure 4-3 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 25Q =  s-2) colored by the streamwise 

velocity over a rough surface 
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the roughness Reynolds number ( Re s
k

kτυ
ν

= , where τυ  is the friction 

velocity) along the bottom wall of the channel. SU2-DDESrough is used, and values are taken 

from the middle of the channel (plane xy  at / 2z h = ). In the region after the step, Rek  reaches 

zero at / 2.15x h = , and it begins to increase again at / 6.2x h =  (reattachment point), which 

continues exponentially up to / 11x h = , where a Re 55.07k =  is reached. From this point on, 

Rek  increases gently, achieving a value of 65.5 at / 50x h = . 

 

 
 

Figure 4-4 Roughness Reynolds number along bottom wall 
 

Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 present the contour plot of the time-averaged (last 938 CTU) 

nondimensional streamwise velocity, /υ υ∞ , of the flows over smooth and rough backward 

facing steps estimated with SU2-DDES. Curves were created with results taken from a cut of 

the middle of the channel (plane xy  at / 2z h = ). As done by (Wu et al., 2013) and (Essel & 

Tachie, 2015), the reattachment length was evaluated based on the contour line drawn from 

the step edge to the first grid point at the wall, where the averaged velocity is zero. Thus, Figure 
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4-5 and Figure 4-6 illustrate the reattachment lengths of the flows over smooth and rough 

backward facing steps, which occur at / 5.49x h =  and / 6.22x h = , respectively. 

 

As seen in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, the maximum reverse flow velocity reaches 20% of the 

free-stream velocity in both cases, against 19% and 18%, for smooth and rough in (Essel & 

Tachie, 2015); and 10% for both cases in (Wu et al., 2013). Note that the former author used 

an aspect ratio of 21, whereas the latter used 96. The resistance caused by roughness also results 

in the formation of the maximum reverse flow region farther downstream at / 3.28x h = , 

instead of / 2.30x h = as occurs in the smooth case (distance measured from the step to the 

beginning of the contour lines of the maximum reverse flow). The same phenomenon can be 

seen in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. Moreover, a secondary counterclockwise recirculation 

region is also seen in the corner of the step in both channels. In the smooth case, this region is 

formed between / 0x h =  and / 1.7x h = . Whereas, in the rough one, this region is slightly 

longer (between / 0x h =  and / 2.1x h = ) and thicker. 

 

 
Figure 4-5 Contour plot of the time-averaged nondimensional streamwise velocity, /υ υ∞  

(Smooth BFS) 
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Figure 4-6 Contour plot of the time-averaged nondimensional streamwise velocity, /υ υ∞  

(Rough BFS) 
 

With the purpose of evaluating whether taking values from a cut in the middle of the channel 

accurately reflects the characteristics of the flow, the reattachment points of all cuts along the 

spanwise direction are plotted in Figure 4-7. The red curve (left side) represents the smooth 

case, whereas the black one (right side) represents the rough case. As seen, the reattachment 

points are very similar along z in the smooth case. The space averaging of all points results in 

a reattachment point at / 5.48x h = , against / 5.49x h =  taken from the cut in the middle of the 

channel. In the rough case, points present a somewhat higher dispersion achieving a standard 

deviation of 0.0972, against 0.0365 in the smooth case. The space averaging of all points, in 

the rough case, results in / 6.13x h = , while the value taken from the middle of the channel is 

/ 6.22x h = , which results in a discrepancy of 1.5%. The causes of this somewhat higher 

dispersion are not understood yet, and further investigations must be performed. 

 

The aforementioned dispersion is also seen in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, in which the 

streamwise skin friction coefficient is presented on the bottom wall of the channel. The black 

curves represent the regions where the fC  is null, which corresponds to the regions of zero 

nondimensional velocities presented in Figure 4-7, and consequently the reattachment point. 

The region of reverse flow, represented by the negative skin friction coefficient, is formed 

farther downstream, confirming what was shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, which was 

represented by the nondimensional velocities. The values of positive friction coefficient 

represent the secondary counterclockwise recirculation regions. 
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As shown, the difference between results caused by the dispersion of points can be neglected 

in the smooth case. However, as this difference is slightly higher in the rough case, the space-

averaged values will be used in our study. (Essel & Tachie, 2015) found experimental values 

of / 6.1x h =  and / 6.2x h =  using sandpaper SP-24 and SP-36, respectively. Note that 

geometric parameters such as expansion rate and aspect ratio used by (Essel & Tachie, 2015) 

are different than ours. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 Reattachment point of all planes in the spanwise direction for smooth (left) and 
rough (right) cases 
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Figure 4-8 Skin friction coefficient over the bottom smooth surface 
 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Skin friction coefficient over the bottom rough surface 
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Figure 4-10 presents the estimation of mean streamwise velocity profiles over smooth and 

rough surfaces. As shown, the rough velocity profiles are most often behind (lower velocity) 

the smooth ones due to roughness effects. Different phenomena occur in the recirculation 

region. At / 1x h = , the bottom wall roughness effects seem weaker than the adverse pressure 

gradient caused by the sudden expansion. Therefore, curves match from the bottom wall up to 

/ 0.65y h = . At / 2x h = , roughness influence increases, and the backflow closer to the wall 

(from / 0y h =  to / 0.45y h = ) is smaller than that of the smooth surface. The greatest 

difference is reached very close to the wall at / 0.085y h = , in which the nondimensional 

velocity over the rough surface is 61% inferior than the smooth one. These effects could also 

be seen in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, where it was shown that the maximum reverse flow was 

formed farther downstream of the step in the rough case. After / 6x h = , the flow is reattached, 

and smooth profiles are ahead of the rough ones due to roughness effects. These effects fade 

farther of the wall, and curves match from / 2.8y h = on. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-10 Mean streamwise velocity profiles over smooth and rough surfaces 

 

Estimations of pC  and fC  using SU2-RANSrough and SU2-DDESrough are plotted in Figure 4-11 

and Figure 4-12. As a matter of comparison, smooth results obtained with SU2-DDESsmooth are 

also added to the graphs. To calculate the difference between estimations of the different 

models, we use the same approach presented for the smooth case. Here, 0.226pCΔ =  and 

0.003fCΔ =  are obtained from the difference between the peak and valley of the curve 
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estimated with SU2-DDESrough. The ROE scheme (Toro, 2013) is used for RANS, while, HR-

SLAU2 (Kitamura, 2016; Kitamura & Hashimoto, 2016; Molina et al., 2020) is used for 

DDES. Similarly to the smooth case, pC  and fC were calculated based on references values 

near the position / 4x h = − , and pressure coefficient data was uniformly shift so that 0pC =  

near / 40x h = . Values are calculated from the time-averaged solutions, which are 

subsequently space averaged along the spanwise direction, as presented in Figure 4-7.  

 

As shown in Figure 4-11, SU2-RANSrough and SU2-DDESrough estimate the same mean wall 

pressure coefficient in the region before the step. Roughness causes an increase of 8.24% in 

pC  estimations at / 0.5x h = − , as compared to the smooth case. For the fC  calculated in the 

same region, SU2-RANSrough and SU2-DDESrough estimations match, achieving a value 25.8% 

higher than the smooth case (SU2-DDESsmooth estimation), as shown in Figure 4-12. After the 

step, the flow detaches, and a recirculation region is formed. Like in the smooth case, SU2-

RANSrough estimations predict steeper and earlier drop in pressure and friction coefficients as 

compared to SU2-DDESrough. The added roughness results in a pC  15.5% higher than that of 

the smooth case at the deepest valley (around / 2.5x h = ). 

 

The flows reattach at / 6.24x h = , / 6.13x h = , and / 5.48x h =  for SU2-RANSrough, SU2-

DDESrough, and SU2-DDESsmooth, respectively. As the parameters are the same ones used in the 

smooth case, the difference in the reattachment point is clearly caused by roughness effects. 

Using a Re 100k =  at a point 4 h  before the step, SU2-DDESrough estimations show that the 

reattachment occurs 12% farther downstream as compared to the smooth case. As friction 

coefficients are not provided by (Essel & Tachie, 2015) and (Wu et al., 2013), the Rek  used by 

the authors were calculated based on the estimated fc  at a point 4 h  before the step, which was 

obtained using the Prandtl-Schlichting approximation ( 2.58
100.455[log (Re )]f xc −= ) taken from 

(Lazauskas, 2005). According to our approximations, Re 62k ≈  is used in the experimental 

results of (Essel & Tachie, 2015), and the reattachment occurs 7% farther downstream than the 

smooth case. In (Wu et al., 2013), a value of 3.5% is found, with a Re 73k ≈ .  
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Figure 4-11 Mean pressure coefficient along 
the lower wall 

Figure 4-12 Mean skin friction coefficient 
along the lower wall 

 

In the smooth case, an error of 12% was observed in the SU2-DDESsmooth estimation of the 

reattachment length as compared to experimental results obtained by Driver and Seegmiller 

(Driver & Seegmiller, 1985), in which the same parameters are utilized. Nevertheless, the 

reattachment length is within the range from / 4.9x h =  to / 8.2x h =  gathered (Eaton & 

Johnston, 1981) from several experiments. (Dietiker & Hoffmann, 2009) obtained a very 

similar error (11.5%) using DES with Menter’s turbulence model (the error was calculated 

after digitizing the friction coefficient graph of the authors’ paper). In the rough case, it was 

shown that the estimations of the roughness effects on the reattachment length as well as the 

maximum reverse flow are in accordance with findings and patterns reported in references 

(Essel & Tachie, 2015; Kim & Chung, 1995; Wu et al., 2013). Therefore, SU2-DDESrough 

results appear to confirm the experimental evidence of an increase of the reattachment length 

with roughness. 

 

4.1.2 Rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil 

The same model 5-6 airfoil used in the verification and validation section (3.1.3) is used herein. 

However, the effects of the aerodynamic parameters, previously estimated with SU2-RANS, 

are now evaluated using the SU2-DDES. The scheme of the study case (Figure 3-12), the airfoil 
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model characteristics, the aerodynamic parameters, the computational domain, and the 

equivalent sand-grain roughness height have been presented in section 3.1.3. The HR-SLAU2 

scheme is used for the space integration of the flow inviscid terms, with the Roe NTS low-

dissipation function. The Venkatakrishnan slope-limiting method, with constant equal to 0.03, 

is used with the MUSCL scheme for second order integration in space. The gradient is 

computed with the weighted least-square method. For the unsteady simulations, a second order 

dual time stepping approach is used, with 20 inner iterations. The time step is set to 

54 10t −Δ = ×  (non-dimensional time is * 32.72 10t t
c

υ −∞Δ = Δ = × ), which is slightly smaller than 

the one used by (Lorenzo et al., 2011) for the same airfoil. Simulations are run for a total of 48 

CTU, and the averaging is calculated using the last 26 CTU.  

 

Table 8 compares the spanwise mesh spacing, /y cΔ , the time length used to average the 

solution, ϒ , and the dimensionless time-steps, *tΔ , of the present study to previous studies 

done for straight wings or iced wings at high Reynolds number around 106 and low Mach 

number using DES, DDES, ZDES and IDDES. The time length used to average the solution, 

ϒ , is defined with CTU /c υ∞= . As can be seen, the time step and span wise grid spacing vary 

greatly from one study to another. The spanwise mesh spacing in the present study is 0.005 (80 

elements), and the time step is among the smallest used in previous studies.  
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Table 8 Spanwise mesh size and time step comparison between DDES studies 

Model Authors /y cΔ  (CTU)ϒ  *tΔ  

DES (Pan & Loth, 2005) 21.0 10−×  60 31.0 10−×  

DDES (Lorenzo et al., 2011) 32.0 10−×   34.3 10−×  

ZDES (Le Pape et al., 2013) 34.0 10−×  29 58.3 10−×  

DDES (Alam et al., 2015)  6.3 42.3 10−×  

IDDES (Probst et al., 2016) 48.0 10−×  2.4 42.0 10−×  

ZDES (Zhang et al., 2015)  21 31.0 10−×  

IDDES (Butler et al., 2016) 51.3 10−×  1.3 11.3 10−×  

DDES (Xiao et al., 2017b) 32.0 10−×   31.3 10−×  

DDES (Oztekin & Riley, 2018) 33.0 10−×  10 45.0 10−×  

IDDES (Wang et al., 2018)  30 22.5 10−×  

DDES/AC (Liu & Xiao, 2020) 32.5 10−×  65 32.5 10−×  

DDES Present study 35.0 10−×  26 32.72 10−×  

 

 

Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 present the instantaneous iso-surfaces of  the Q-criterion (
25000 Q s−= ) colored by the streamwise velocity for smooth and rough iced model 5-6 airfoil. 

As it can be seen, these figures depict the complex three-dimensional nature of the flows with 

massive separation. It can be also noticed that there is no significant visual difference between 

the structures formed on smooth and rough iced airfoils. In both cases, a short laminar 

separation bubble is seen at the very beginning of the airfoil. Then, the formation of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instabilities initiates as the shear layer begin to gradually roll up, and finally break 

up into 3D structures. 
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Figure 4-13 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 25000 Q s−= ) colored by the 

streamwise velocity for the smooth iced model 5-6 airfoil 
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Figure 4-14 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion ( 25000 Q s−= ) colored by the 
streamwise velocity for the rough iced model 5-6 airfoil 

 

The flow field characteristics of the separation is marked by velocity fluctuations with respect 

to time, which is caused by turbulent eddies of the flow. In a DDES simulation, the RANS 

model is active near the wall within the boundary layer. In the separated region and in the 

wake, LES is active, meaning that turbulent viscosity must be reduced in order to liberate the 
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Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and accelerate transition to 2D and, then, 3D structures 

(Shur et al., 2015). Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 present the turbulent viscosity normalized by 

the dynamic viscosity, /tur dynμ μ , estimated with SU2-RANSsmooth and SU2-DDESsmooth. In the 

case of the SU2-DDES solution, the time-averaged turbulent viscosity is used. The contours 

range from 0 to 1000 in both figures. As can be seen, the larger extend of the dark red area 

clearly indicates that, for SU2-RANSsmooth simulation, the turbulent viscosity is higher in the 

wake. For SU2-DDESsmooth, the turbulent viscosity is reduced, which confirms that LES is 

active in the detached region. 

 

 

Figure 4-15 Turbulent viscosity normalized by laminar viscosity (RANS) 
 

 

Figure 4-16 Turbulent viscosity normalized by laminar viscosity (DDES) 
 

Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 present the time-averaged velocity streamlines over smooth and 

rough iced model 5-6 airfoils estimated with SU2-DDESsmooth and SU2-DDESrough, 

respectively. The velocity streamlines are colored by the streamwise velocity (velocity in x). 
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The color legend is the same in both airfoils, with a maximum streamwise velocity of 106 m/s 

and maximum reverse velocity of -41 m/s. Similarly to SU2-RANS estimations (3.1.3), no 

significant difference is seen on the flows over smooth and rough iced airfoils. Maximum and 

minimum streamwise velocities are 105.8 m/s and 40.5 m/s, respectively. A noticeable 

difference of SU2-DDES estimations, as compared to SU2-RANS, is seen on the recirculation 

regions. As shown in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18, SU2-DDES estimations present a larger 

recirculation region just after the horn ice than SU2-RANS. Moreover, the trailing edge 

separation shown in SU2-RANS results (Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15) is not present in SU2-

DDES results. 

 

 

Figure 4-17 DDES estimations of time-averaged velocity streamlines of the flow over a 
smooth iced model 5-6 airfoil at AoA=8 degrees 

 

Figure 4-18 DDES estimations of time-averaged velocity streamlines of the flow over a 
rough iced model 5-6 airfoil at AoA=8 degrees 
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Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 present the contour plot of the time-averaged nondimensional 

streamwise velocity, /υ υ∞ , of the flows over smooth and rough iced airfoils at an AoA of 8 

degrees. Curves were created using SU2-DDES time-averaged results taken from a cut of the 

middle of the airfoil (plane xz at 0.2y =− ). Similarly to what was done for the BFS, the 

reattachment point was evaluated based on the contour line in which the average velocity is 

zero. The zero-contour line is highlighted in black so that it can be easily visualized. As shown 

in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 the flow detaches from the airfoil just after the horn tip, forming 

a large separation bubble downstream, and reattaching at / 0.33x c =  and / 0.36x c = , in 

smooth and rough cases, respectively. This is in accordance with observations of (Bragg et al., 

2005), in which he highlights that the dominant flow feature of an airfoil with a horn-ice shape 

is the separation bubble that forms downstream of the horn. Again, no significate difference is 

noted between smooth and rough iced airfoils.  

 

 
Figure 4-19 Contour plot of the time-averaged nondimensional streamwise velocity, inf/υ υ  

(Smooth ice) 
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Figure 4-20 Contour plot of the time-averaged nondimensional streamwise velocity, inf/υ υ  
(Rough ice) 

 

Next, we evaluate the reattachment of the shear layer considering the three-dimensional 

domain. For that, we present, in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22, the time-averaged skin friction 

coefficient over the whole span of smooth and rough iced airfoils. In the figures, the top view 

of the airfoils is presented, and the black lines illustrate the reattachment points ( 0fc = ). No 

significant difference is seen in the figures. On the other hand, a small dispersion of the points 

is noticed. As the reattachment length, presented in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20, was measured 

from a cut in the middle of the span of the airfoil, slightly different values are obtained. 

Therefore, results taken from the middle of the span were compared to the time and space 

(spanwise) averaged values. 
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Figure 4-21 Time-averaged skin friction coefficient over smooth iced 5-6 airfoil 

 

 

Figure 4-22 Time-averaged skin friction coefficient over rough iced 5-6 airfoil 
 

Figure 4-23 presents the reattachment points along the span of the airfoil of smooth and rough 

iced airfoils overlapped. The black line represents the smooth case, whereas the red line 

represents the rough case. The space averages (spanwise) of both lines match with a value of 

/ 0.35x c = , and standard deviations of 0.0060 and 0.0056, for smooth and rough cases, 

respectively. Values taken from the middle of the channel resulted in / 0.33x c =  and 
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/ 0.36x c = . Although the difference is not significative, values taken from the middle of the 

wing wrongly suggest that a small difference in the reattachment is found.  

 

 

Figure 4-23 fC  estimated over smooth (black line) and rough (red line) iced airfoil 
 

As for SU2-DDES estimations of pressure coefficient, reduced dispersion of points is found, 

which results in more uniform values along the span of the airfoils. The top views of the time-

averaged pressure coefficient over smooth and rough iced airfoils are presented in Figure 4-24 

and Figure 4-25. As a matter of comparison, values of 1.2pC = −  are highlighted on both wings, 

as shown by the black lines in Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25. The dispersion of points along the 

spanwise direction reaches standard deviations of 0.0017 and 0.0012 for smooth and rough 

iced airfoils, respectively. In this case, values taken from the middle of the channel and the 

spanwise averaged ones match, being / 0.25x c = .  
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Figure 4-24 Time-averaged pressure coefficient over smooth iced model 5-6 airfoil 

 

 

Figure 4-25 Time-averaged pressure coefficient over rough iced model 5-6 airfoil 
 

In this way, SU2-DDES time-averaged estimations of the pressure coefficient around the airfoil 

(taken from the middle of the span at / 0.2y c = ) are plotted in Figure 4-26. Values obtained 

with the SU2-RANS model are also plotted for comparison. In addition, experimental and 

numerical results from the literature are plotted as reference. SU2-DDES results suggest that 

the effects of the horn ice are much greater than roughness, which results in no significant 

difference between the flows over smooth and rough ice. Estimations show that the boundary 
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layer separates at the tip of the horn due to the abrupt pressure gradient following the sketch 

of the laminar separation bubble done by (Bragg et al., 2005; Bragg et al., 1992) based on 

experimental results. According to their sketch, one can identify the “separation” and 

“transition” in the plateau region where pressure distribution is relatively constant. In our 

results, this region begins at the leading edge (separation) extending up to / 0.15x c =  

(transition), as shown in Figure 4-26. At the transition point, the pressure recovery begins. As 

shown in Figure 4-26, SU2-DDES presents a faster pressure recovery than Lorenzo’s elsA 

(DDES) code, and the largest discrepancy between the codes reaches 12.5% at / 0.3x c = . This 

difference between the codes might be caused by the rapid transition from RANS to LES 

obtained with the implementation of the SLA-SGS (Shur et al., 2015), which was not available 

by the time of Lorenzo’s publication. As expected, SU2-RANS fails in regions of massive flow 

separation. On the other hand, all codes present very similar results on the pressure side. 

 

Figure 4-27 presents the magnitude of the time-averaged friction coefficient distribution along 

the airfoil estimated with SU2-RANS and SU2-DDES. The x-axis represents the curvilinear 

coordinates normalized by the chord, with the negative values on the pressure side. As 

expected, SU2-RANS and SU2-DDES estimations are very close on the lower surface (no 

massive separation) of the airfoils. The increase of friction coefficient caused by roughness is 

clearly seen on both sides of the airfoils. On the suction region, the peak estimated by both 

codes occurs at / 0.015s c = , where the horn tip is localized. SU2-DDES estimations show 

friction coefficients close to zero past / 0.035s c =  over smooth and rough iced airfoils, 

whereas SU2-RANS present greater values for both airfoils. Moreover, the SU2-RANSrough 

predicts higher values of friction coefficient than SU2-RANSsmooth in most of the region between 

/ 0.04s c =  and / 0.065s c = .  

 

For the reattachment point, SU2-RANSsmooth and SU2-DDES predicted the same lengths of  

/ 0.35x c = . Very close results of RANS and DDES simulations were also found by  Choo et 

al. (2004) using an extruded GLC305/944-ice shape wing. In their simulation, “the time-

averaged flow is separated for more than 40% of chord in the DES simulation and slightly less 
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than 40% in the RANS simulations”. On the other hand, when roughness was active in our 

simulations, SU2-RANSrough estimated a longer reattachment length of / 0.4x c = . 

 

 

Figure 4-28 presents lift and drag curves obtained from experimental data as well as 

estimations using RANS and DDES models over smooth and rough ice. At higher AoA (over 

5 degrees), larger separations are present, and SU2-RANS fails when estimating lC . A similar 

behavior is seen in a comparison between RANS and DDES simulations done by Molina et al. 

(2020), in which a GLC-305 airfoil with a leading-edge horn-shape glaze ice is used. In their 

work, RANS and DDES presented good accuracy at zero degrees. However, RANS predicted 

a complete stalled flow field at 6 degrees (pre-stall angle), while DDES was in good agreement 

with experiments. Similarly, in our study, SU2-DDES simulations presented improved results 

as compared to SU2-RANS. When estimating lC  at 8 degrees, SU2-RANS presented an error of 

6.8% for the smooth and rough cases, as compared to experiments. SU2-DDES achieved an 

error of 2.75%, with and without roughness. For dC , results were also improved. SU2-

DDESsmooth presented a drag coefficient 3.84% higher than experimental results, whereas SU2-

RANSsmooth estimation was 7.64% inferior. Similarly, SU2-DDESrough’s estimation presented an 

error of 2.64%, against 4.9% of SU2-RANSrough’s. 

 

Figure 4-26 Mean pressure coefficient Figure 4-27 Mean skin friction coefficient 
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Figure 4-28 Lift and drag curves for smooth and rough ice using RANS and DDES 
 
As shown by our results, although the DDES model improved estimations as compared to 

RANS, no significant roughness effects are produced on the flow over a model 5-6 airfoils 

with a horn-type ice accretion. This lack of roughness effects was caused by greater effects 

created by the horn ice on the leading edge of the airfoil. 

 

4.2 Summary 

The hybrid RANS/LES model known as Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) coupled 

with the Spalart-Allmaras extension implemented to consider roughness effects, herein treated 

as SU2rough, was used to estimate pC , fC , lC , dC , inf/υ υ  as well as the reattachment length 

of shear layers over rough and smooth surfaces. Estimations were performed using two study 

cases, a rough backward facing step and a rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil. For the rough 

backward facing step, pC , fC , inf/υ υ  and reattachment length were estimated. As expected, 

higher values of pC  and fC  were obtained because of roughness effects. In the same way, the 

resistance caused by roughness reduced the region of maximum reverse flow in the 

recirculation region, which was formed 42% farther downstream. Consequently, the 

reattachment of the shear layer occurred 12% farther downstream. It was shown that SU2rough 

estimations of roughness effects were in accordance with findings and patterns reported in the 

literature. For the rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil, pC , fC , lC , dC  and the reattachment length 
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of the shear layer were estimated. Although the DDES presented improved estimations as 

compared to RANS, no significant roughness effects were noticed on the flow over a model 5-

6 airfoils with a horn-type ice accretion. In conclusion, the rough BFS and the rough iced model 

5-6 airfoil study cases presented regions in which a sudden low pressure is produced followed 

by massive flow separation. Therefore, improved estimations were obtained using the SU2-

DDESrough as compared to the SU2-RANSrough. On the other hand, results show different effects 

between the two study cases. In the rough BFS, roughness produced significant effects due to 

the large extent of the rough wall (along all the bottom walls). Whereas, in the rough iced 

model 5-6 airfoil, no significant effects were seen when roughness was added only to the ice 

horn. This lack of roughness effects was caused by greater effects created by the horn ice on 

the leading edge of the airfoil. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this research, we introduced the problem of aircraft icing, and how the aircraft performance 

is affected by this phenomenon. Among the methods to evaluate the performance degradation 

caused by icing, we pointed out the use of numerical simulations. Our literature review drew 

attention to the current tendency of moving from RANS to hybrid models such as DES and 

DDES, in industry and academia. Some improvements proposed to augment fidelity of 

estimations of these models were also presented. On the other hand, it was noticed that an 

important characteristic of iced airfoils has never been considered in these models, roughness. 

Therefore, we proposed to numerically estimate the aerodynamic performance degradation of 

a three-dimensional post-stall-angle rough iced wing using a hybrid model (RANS/LES) called 

DDES including RANS with roughness implemented. In order to accelerate the transition from 

RANS to LES, we combined the Shear-Layer Adapted (SLA) Sub-Grid length Scale (SGS) (to 

unlock the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) with the low-dissipation scheme HR-SLAU2. 

 

The process of verification and validation of the roughness implementation into SU2 was 

performed using RANS (smooth and rough surfaces) and DDES (smooth surfaces with 

massive flow separation) simulations. For RANS, three study cases were used, a flat plate, a 

NACA 0012 airfoil, and an iced model 5-6 airfoil. Each study case was duplicated so that we 

could evaluate flows over smooth and rough surfaces. Our estimations of friction (flat plates) 

and lift (NACA 0012) coefficients were equivalent or superior to results obtained from the 

literature. The estimations of nondimensional velocities were improved in the first region the 

NACA 0012 airfoil. On the other hand, the thickening of the boundary layer caused by 

roughness resulted in a slight underestimation of values (with errors under 11%) after 

/ 0.10x c = . For the iced model 5-6, no significant difference is seen between smooth and 

rough estimations of lift coefficient. However, when larger regions of detached flow were 

reached after 6 degrees, lC  is underestimated as compared to experiments. This behaviour was 

expected due to the inefficiency of RANS models to capture the physics of massive flow 

separation. When estimating dC , a maximum error of 60% was achieved as compared to 
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experimental results when roughness was not considered. However, the roughness 

implementation successfully reduced this error to 6.7%. 

 

In addition, we performed two investigations with the roughness implementation in RANS, a 

study on the Reynolds number sensitivity, and the influence of equivalent sand-grain roughness 

heights on the aircraft performance degradation based on the deterioration of the (max)lC . Our 

results demonstrated that, when increasing the Reynolds number, a plateau was reached around 
6Re 3 10= ×  resulting in a stationary reduction of maximum lift coefficient. Similarly, it was 

seen in the equivalent sk heights investigation that the continuous increase of sk  did not result 

in a linear performance degradation. On the contrary, the variation of the reduction of 

maximum lift coefficient became drastically reduced after equivalent sand-grain roughness 

heights of around 4/ 9 10sk c −= × . 

 

For DDES verification and validation, we utilized two study cases with massive flow 

separation, a smooth-surface channel with a Backward Facing Step, (BFS), and a smooth-

surface NACA 0012 airfoil in deep stall. As DDES is an unsteady model aimed at capturing 

the physics of massive-separated-flow turbulence, a minimum length in the spanwise direction 

was required to capture this three-dimensional phenomenon. In this way, we performed a study 

using backward facing steps with three different aspect ratios, / 2, 3z h =  and 4 , which 

directed us towards choosing the width of / 4z h =  for our simulations. Thus, in the 

verification and validation using the BFS, pC , fC  and velocity profiles were estimated 

achieving reduced errors as compared to the references. Likewise, for the NACA 0012 in deep 

stall, our estimations presented errors of 2.89% for dC , and 8.9 for lC  as compared to 

experiments, which was similar to previous DDES results. The errors of  pC  estimations were 

slightly higher (maximum error of 12.3%) as compared to experiments, which is also similar 

to previous DDES results. 

 

Finally, in our third research objective, the DDES model with roughness implementation was 

used to evaluate how roughness affects DDES estimations of aerodynamic parameters of 
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massive-separated flows over rough surfaces. The evaluation was performed using two three-

dimensional study cases, a rough backward facing step and a rough-iced model 5-6 airfoil.  

Both study cases presented regions in which a sudden low pressure is produced followed by 

massive flow separation. Several aerodynamic parameters such as pC , fC , lC , dC , inf/υ υ  as 

well as the reattachment length of shear layers were estimated. For the rough BFS, roughness 

was distributed along the entire length of the bottom walls, and for the rough iced airfoil, 

roughness was distributed only along the ice surface. As expected, higher values of pC  and 

fC  were obtained in the BFS study case due to roughness effects. In the same way, the 

resistance caused by roughness reduced the region of maximum reverse flow in the 

recirculation region, which was formed 42% farther downstream, and delayed the reattachment 

of the shear layer that occurred 12% farther downstream. It was shown that the roughness 

effects estimations were in accordance with findings and patterns reported in the literature. On 

the other hand, different results were seen for the rough iced model 5-6 airfoil. Although the 

DDES presented improved estimations as compared to RANS, no significant roughness effects 

were noticed on the aerodynamic parameters of the flow over the rough-horn-type iced airfoil. 

The difference seen between the iced airfoil and the BFS results, was caused by two reasons. 

First, the small length of the roughness distribution, which is only along the ice surface. 

Second, roughness effects were weaker than the great adverse pressure gradient created just 

after the tip of the horn ice, which “overshadowed” any roughness effects. 

 

Another important conclusion risen from this research is the risk of evaluating aerodynamic 

parameters using conventional methods commonly applied in the post-processing of RANS 

simulations such as taking values from a cut in the middle of the domain (e.g., a cut in the 

middle of the span of a wing) to plot the friction or pressure coefficient. As shown in sections 

4.1.1 and 4.1.2, results taken from sections at different distances along the spanwise direction 

might vary considerably, which results in misleading information. Therefore, we recommend 

the evaluation of dispersion of points along the spanwise direction before any parameter is 

analyzed in the post-processing step. Then, if a high dispersion is found, a space average 

procedure must be performed along the span to reduce possible errors.  
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Future studies could use different lengths of rough ice accretion to evaluate whether roughness 

effects become noticeable for a specific length. Moreover, pressure gradient assessment could 

reveal what range of gradients undergoes the “overshadowing” effect. 

  

Furthermore, our model could be used to evaluate the effects of the onset of icing formation 

(roughness ice) using airfoils in pre-stall conditions. As no abrupt pressure is expected in this 

case, roughness effects would be favored, which could result in improved results. 

 

Lastly, studies could explore the effects of wall roughness using other AoA as well as different 

iced airfoils to confirm whether the similarity on the reattachment length of rough and smooth 

iced airfoil, found in our study, is always the same. 
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